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FY 19  FY 18
$890k   $1,497k 

Annual Surplus

Effective

921 Active accreditations

1,039 NZQC training days

1,131 Telarc certified organisations

Vital

Reducing cost to market for 
overseas trade

Facilitating domestic economic 
development

Managing health, safety and 
environmental risks

Assisting with trade agreements

Internationally 
Recognised

Accreditation authorities in 
106 countries recognise IANZ 
accreditation as equivalent to  
their own

Efficient

Accreditation fees increases less 
than inflation

IANZ fees are amongst the 
lowest of all global accreditation 
bodies

Human Capital

Huge appreciation for our 
fantastic full-time staff and 
our thousands of volunteer 
technical experts

Accreditation Council 
Highlights — FY2019
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Our Vision

To be a world-class provider of 
accreditation, certification and 
related services, providing value-
added assurance of competence 
and compliance, in a financially 
sustainable manner.
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1. The year in review

1.1 Delivering for New Zealand

Over the past year the Council has carried out 
a number of reviews to improve delivery to our 
clients, including looking at our work processes, 
training delivery, IT infrastructure and organisational  
structure. These have provided a clear path to 
continue building client-centric organisations and we 
have initiated a number of projects to increase value 
and enhance service provision.

The Council has completed a comprehensive review 
of its training arm, the New Zealand Quality College, 
and there will be multiple projects occurring during 
the 2019-20 year to build the College’s profile, 
increase training opportunities and respond to the 
changing needs of learners. 

1.2 IANZ

IANZ has continued its considerable efforts to ensure 
that New Zealand accreditation is well regarded and 
accepted around the world.

Over the last year, IANZ had 728 active clients and 
carried out 921 assessments, 15 more than the 
previous year. Food and water was the most active 
sector, generating 172 accreditations, followed by  
the construction industry with 152 accreditations.

A new, younger demographic in assessor and audit 
staff at IANZ has led to a comprehensive review of 
HR delivery. Initiatives are now underway to provide 
enhanced career development pathways, robust 
management training, a transparent remuneration 
framework for all staff (including non-assessment 
staff), and to develop HR workforce capability for 
future growth.

This new demographic also influenced the outcome 
of a staff culture survey conducted in late 2018.  
While there was a 3% increase in staff engagement 
from the previous year, it was clear that IANZ needed 
to make some changes to meet the needs of all 
employees. New initiatives include a broader, cross-
functional senior management team to work with 
the executive team on issues and ensure better 
representation across the business, a training team 
to provide consistent induction and training for new 
assessors, creating a one ‘IANZ way’ for process 
and systems, an intranet development project, and 
developing a brand strategy.

A customer satisfaction survey conducted in January, 
showed that the large majority of customers rate  
IANZ as excellent or very good on the components 
of a public sector reputation. IANZ also rated 
very strongly as a professional services provider, 
performing very well against other organisations 
globally in both the public professional  
services sectors. 

The CEO and other senior staff have taken an active 
role in the global accreditation fora, with a focus on 
increasing the acceptance of test and inspection 
reports across borders. The CEO was also invited 
to present at this year’s Asia Pacific Accreditation 
Cooperation (APAC) General Assembly Conference 
in Singapore.

The Hon Kris Faafoi, Minister of Commerce and Consumer Affairs

We have the honour to submit the 2018-2019 Annual Report of the Accreditation Council.
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1.3 Telarc

Telarc has had another big year, providing certification 
services to over 1,470 large and small New Zealand, 
Australian and Pacific Island companies. Telarc’s focus 
over the last 12 months has been to deliver value to 
existing clients, while targeting potential growth areas 
for the business. 

The last twelve months has seen increased demand for 
auditors capable of assessing integrated performance 
across the quality, environmental, and health and 
safety areas of New Zealand business (integrated 
audits). Many food and wine businesses are wanting to 
add quality, health and safety and environment to the 
scope of their audits. This is requiring Telarc to retain, 
attract and train auditors with experience across 
multiple industries who also have a broad range of 
approved standards they can audit against.

The growth in integrated audits over the last four years 
has been significant, with these now comprising 13.5% 
of Telarc’s F’2019 revenue – an increase from near zero 
in F’2015. Increased demand across the board has seen 
Telarc’s registrations on the JAS-ANZ register increase 
by 5.5% to 1,131. The major catalyst for this growth 
is the recent successful adoption of ISO45001, an 
internationally recognised health and safety standard 
in New Zealand. Telarc took a key role in its adoption 
working with Standards New Zealand and industry. 
ISO45001 is revolutionising the way in which health 
and safety performance is being assessed. 

The ISO45001 framework and underlying audit 
approach is very well aligned to the Health and Safety 
at Work Act and other quality management systems. 
This combined with its ‘Think, Plan, Do, Check, Act’ 
structure is providing owners, directors, customers, 
regulators and managers with increased levels of 
confidence in their health and safety management 
systems.

The launch of ISO45001 has also contributed to larger, 
higher-risk, businesses in New Zealand looking to 
adopt integrated audits as a mechanism to provide 
an impartial insight into management system 
performance.

During the past year, Telarc has also introduced a 
health and safety standard for New Zealand based 

small to medium enterprises. The standard, Q-Safe, 
incorporates elements of quality into a health and 
safety audit. Q-Safe is by nature a smaller assessment 
intervention that leverages elements of the ISO45001 
framework. Importantly it provides the recipient with 
a series of improvement opportunities that increase 
alignment with the intent of the Health and Safety at 
Work Act. 

Telarc has also expanded the number of standards 
it offers in the food assessment space. Both British 
Retail Consortium (BRC) and Food Safety System 
Certification (FSSC) are global food standards used by 
food producers, warehouses, distributors and retailers 
to provide comfort that an agreed level of food safety 
performance has been achieved. Telarc has now been 
approved to certify against these two highly regarded 
and utilised global standards.

Another notable achievement for Telarc in financial 
year 2019 was the successful transition of 99% of 
its quality and environmental customers to the 
recently upgraded ISO9001 (quality) and ISO14001 
(environmental standards). Historically the transitioning 
of clients to an upgraded ISO standard has resulted in 
increased withdrawal levels. In Telarc’s case, we were 
pleased to retain 99% of our customers by the end of 
the upgrade period. This compares favourably with 
the overall global ISO performance which came in at 
93% conversion.

1.4 Enhancing Safety

A commitment to zero harm remains a Council focus. 
We have very active health and safety committees that 
continue to promote a safe and healthy workplace for 
all staff, contractors and visitors and to provide input 
to health and safety policies and procedures. IANZ and 
Telarc have been audited against AS/NZS 4801 Health 
and Safety Standard and both achieved compliance. 

In the last year, Telarc transitioned its internal audit for 
health and safety from AS/NZS4801 to ISO45001. 
While creating increased levels of challenge for the 
business, Telarc was very pleased to be able to work 
through the improvement opportunities identified 
in the audit and achieve compliance with this new 
standard. IANZ will transition in the coming year.
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1.5 Supporting Regulators

IANZ continues to work with regulators to ensure we 
deliver accreditation services that meet Government 
needs and provide the rigor and assurance of international 
standards. We are developing a quarterly seminar series 
in collaboration with MBIE, Standards New Zealand and 
JAS-ANZ to share with regulators and policy makers 
the potential of accreditation and opportunities for 
improvement. These seminars will roll out across the 
2019/2020 year. IANZ continues to work closely with 
MBIE, MFAT, MPI and MoH on accreditation matters.

Telarc has actively worked with regulators over the 
past twelve months to improve the outputs managed 
and delivered by New Zealand businesses. As already 
mentioned, significant progress was made with the 
development of a Health and Safety standard targeting 
small and medium enterprises. After two years of 
development, Q-Safe was launched into the New Zealand 
market in early 2019. This standard was developed with 
input from WorkSafe and ACC to ensure that it met their 
requirements on how small to medium New Zealand 
businesses (SME’s) manage this pivotal area. 

Telarc has also invested time in developing an organisation 
wide Sustainable Operating Policy. Two core outcomes 
of this policy are to work with regulators to sponsor the 
adoption of standards that help people in the workplace 
and support the sustainability of New Zealand’s natural 
environment. At present Telarc is actively involved in 
two initiatives that align well with its recently agreed 
sustainability policy.
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1.6 Financial Sustainability

The Council finished the year with a pre-tax surplus of $1,129,273 ($1,589,533 budget, $1,497,248 prior year), and an 
after tax surplus of $890,147 including a pre-tax contribution of $941,001 (after tax $701,875) from its subsidiary, 
Telarc Limited.

The net assets of the Council now total $9,993,281 ($9,103,134 prior year) and investment is under way in 2019 in a 
number of areas, with an overarching aim to improve our offering to our clients and to future-proof our business, 
including a review of our IT architecture, human resources framework, our training arm, the New Zealand Quality 
College and a brand refresh for IANZ.

A new subsidiary of Telarc Limited, Telarc Holdings Limited, was formed to own the trademarks previously owned 
by Telarc Limited. Telarc Holdings is a holding company and not classified as a trading company.

SURPLUS AFTER TAX

IANZ reached its budgeted surplus for the year, with most programmes performing well against plan. Telarc revised 
its budget downward during the course of the year due to one off investments in staffing to support the Health and 
Safety programme and a review of their food programme.
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Paul Connell    Dr Llewellyn Richards 
Chairman    Chief Executive

1.7 Globally Recognised

In March, IANZ was evaluated by an international team 
on behalf of the Asia Pacific Accreditation Cooperation 
(APAC) to ensure that our systems and procedures 
remain at a world class standard, and enable test 
reports from labs accredited in New Zealand to be 
accepted around the world. No non conformities were 
recorded.

IANZ asked the New Zealand Institute of Economic 
Research to update its 2017 research paper which 
examined the way IANZ supports the New Zealand 
economy. The new report, told us that the total value 
of IANZ facilitated exports was $33.2bn or 58% of NZ’s 
total merchandise exports, up from $26.6bn and 56.5% 
in 2017. It also confirmed that IANZ works with export 
industries that support $40bn of GDP, an increase 
of $4.2bn since 2017. In addition, we saw an increase 
in the export premium IANZ secures for accredited 
exporters, from $4.5bn in 2017 to $4.7bn in 2019.

1.8 Tributes

The Council acknowledges the tragic loss of New 
Zealand Quality College General Manager, Greg 
Williams, in November 2018. Greg had worked for IANZ 
for 13 years and his sudden death was a major set-
back for the College and a sad loss for his colleagues. 
Recruitment for the Quality College leadership role 
has been underway since early this year and we are 
pleased to welcome a new appointment to the role, 
who begins in July.

1.9 The Year Ahead

During the past year, Council has significantly invested 
in marketing with IANZ recruiting a Marketing and 
Communications Manager and developing a new 
brand strategy. This is expected to bear fruit in the 
year ahead with a comprehensive marketing and 
communications strategy being rolled out.

We are pleased to submit this Annual Report and the 
Financial Statements for the year ended 30 June 2019.
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2. Governance and Structure 

2.1 Legislative Framework

The Accreditation Council is established under the 
Standards and Accreditation Act 2015, but is a 
continuation of the Testing Laboratory Registration 
Council, established under the Testing Laboratory 
Registration Act 1972. The Council is an Autonomous 
Crown Entity under the Crown Entities Act 2004. 
Telarc is a Crown subsidiary under the Act.

The Council’s functions as set out in the Standards 
and Accreditation Act are:

 — to promote the development and maintenance 
of good practice in conformity assessment; 
and

 — to establish and maintain accreditation schemes 
for conformity assessment bodies engaged in 
testing and inspection activities; and

 — to develop and maintain international recognition 
and acceptance of the Council’s accreditation 
scheme; and

 — to maintain appropriate international 
relationships consistent with the Council’s 
functions under this section; and

 — to act as New Zealand’s good laboratory 
practice compliance monitoring authority; and

 — if the Council chooses, to provide certification 
services; and

 — to perform any other functions that the Minister 
directs the Council to perform in accordance 
with section 112 of the Crown Entities Act 2004.

The Council’s organisational structure can be found 
in Appendix 2.

The Council has traded under the name IANZ 
(International Accreditation New Zealand) since 
1 July 1997. On this date, the Council created Telarc 
Limited as a separate legal entity wholly owned by 
the Council. On 1 April 2007, SAI Global merged 
their New Zealand certification business with Telarc 
Limited, forming Telarc SAI Limited. SAI Global held 

The Accreditation Council is an Autonomous Crown Entity under the Crown Entities Act 2004. 

The Members are appointed by the Minister of Commerce and Consumer Affairs (the responsible Minister) in 
accordance with the Standards and Accreditation Act 2015. The Council is monitored by MBIE.

 

 
Organisational responsibility is delegated to the Chief Executive using a formal delegations framework. The 
Council comprises seven independent non-executive members. Their profiles and disclosures of interest are 
published on page 16.

MINISTER OF 
COMMERCE AND 

CONSUMER AFFAIRS
ACCREDITATION 

COUNCIL

APPOINTS EMPLOYS EMPLOYS

IANZ CEO IANZ STAFF
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a 25% ownership interest in the merged company, 
until 30 August 2017 when the Council purchased 
SAI Global’s 25% interest, returning Telarc Limited to 
a 100% owned subsidiary. Telarc Holdings Limited, 
a subsidiary company of Telarc Limited was formed 
during the year. This company is a holding company 
classified as a non-trading entity and was formed to 
own trademarks previously owned by Telarc Limited. 
Telarc Limited has its own Board of Directors, and 
operates independently from IANZ.

The Council is required under the Crown Entities Act 
2004 to have regard to Government policy as directed 
by the responsible Minister, the Minister of Commerce 
and Consumer Affairs. The collective duties of the 
Accreditation Council under the Crown Entities 
Act include ensuring IANZ acts consistently with its 
objectives, functions, Statement of Intent and Annual 
Statement of Performance Expectation; performs its 
functions efficiently, effectively and consistently; and 
operates in a financially responsible manner.

Council members also have individual duties to: comply 
with the Act (including with respect to disclosure of 
interests); act with honesty and integrity; act in good 
faith and not at the expense of the Council’s interests; 
and act with reasonable care, diligence and skill.

The Council is entirely funded by client fees and 
receives no Crown funding.

2.2 Goals of the Council

The goals of both IANZ and Telarc are set as part of the 
process of developing the Statement of Intent (SOI), 
and are articulated in the Statement of Performance 
Expectations (SPE), after consultation with the MBIE 
and as approved by the Council and Telarc Board. 
The process follows receipt of the Minister’s letter of 
expectation, which includes general priorities of the 
Government, and specific priorities for the Council. 
Both the SOI and the SPE are publicly available on the 
IANZ website. www.ianz.govt.nz.

Of special importance are the Professional Advisory 
Committees (PACs) which provide technical guidance 
and support in each field of activity undertaken 
by IANZ. This includes reviewing and making 
recommendations on every new accreditation. The 

Chairs of the PACs form the Accreditation Advisory 
Committee (AAC) which formally advises Council 
on any technical issues. The Chair of the AAC also 
makes a formal recommendation to the CEO to grant 
accreditation.

The Council’s business is linked directly to ensuring the 
health and safety of products and services provided in 
New Zealand, and providing assurance of competence 
and compliance with standards. These functions are 
increasingly a requirement for doing business, and 
play a major role in facilitating New Zealand’s export 
activities.

2.3 Performance Reporting and 
Consultation

The financial and organisational performance of the 
Council is reported annually to Parliament.

An annual Letter of Expectations from the Minister 
of Commerce and Consumer Affairs to the Council 
identifies relationship expectations and reporting 
requirements. It also acknowledges the required 
independence of the Council in carrying out its 
accreditation and certification functions. Through a 
comprehensive review process, the Council ensures 
the content of the SOI complies with the Crown 
Entities Act 2004 (CEA) section 141. Furthermore, the 
Council also reports all outcomes included in this SOI 
as part of its requirements under the CEA.

The Council is the primary monitor of organisational 
performance and meets bi-monthly in this regard. 

MBIE receives a quarterly analysis and performance 
overview. Comment on other significant issues is 
included where necessary. 

The Council also regularly communicates on all on-
going operations with its monitor, MBIE.

Both the CEO and Chairman continue to have regular 
meetings with MBIE officials as well as briefing 
discussions as needed. The Chair meets periodically 
with the Minister of Commerce.

The Council would consult the Minister of Commerce 
and Consumer Affairs before making any significant 
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change to its business units or structure.

The Council also undertakes an annual review of its 
own performance. 

2.4  External Audit

The Auditor-General is the auditor of the Council’s 
financial statements and has appointed Audit New 
Zealand to undertake the external audit work.

Every four years IANZ receives a full evaluation from 
its Asia Pacific Accreditation Cooperation (APAC 
MRA) partners. This evaluation is a requirement 
of continuing membership of the ILAC MRA. An 
evaluation was completed in March 2019 with the next 
evaluation falling due in March 2023.

2.5 Audit and Risk Committee

The Audit and Risk Committee helps the Council fulfil 
its financial reporting responsibilities and provides 
assurance regarding compliance with internal 
controls, policies and procedures. Its responsibilities 
are established in a charter which is reviewed annually. 
The Committee meets with the external auditors 
(both with and without management present). It has 
no delegated authority but makes recommendations 
to the Council. 

2.6 Health and Safety Committee

Ensuring the health and safety of all staff and 
contractors continues to be a fundamental 
responsibility of the Council. During the year, the 
Council has established a comprehensive health and 
safety management system, compliant with the new 
Health and Safety at Work Act (2015) and all applicable 
regulations. A full AS/NZS 4801, compliance audit 
was undertaken in 2018 to ensure all policies met 
international best practice.  

Representation from all levels of staff and management 
comprise the Health and Safety Committee, which 
meets on a bi-monthly basis.

Council members regularly participate in assessments 
to gain their own understanding of good practice 
when staff are at clients’ premises.

Telarc has its own health and safety management 
system and has transitioned from AS/NZ4801 to 
ISO 45001 and has been assessed against the new 
standard this year.
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Carolyn Harkess  
(MBA, DipM)

Carolyn Harkess has over 20 
years’ senior executive experience 
having held chief executive 
and senior management roles 
in Manufacturing and Retail 
industries in New Zealand and 
Internationally. She brings to the 
Board experience in understanding 
and managing international 
markets, assisting organisations in 
their strategic development and 
driving performance in bottom 
line results. She brings governance 
experience across a range of 
sectors including government, 
sporting and not for profit. She 
is a Member of the Institute of 
Directors in New Zealand.

3. Council Members’ Profiles

Paul is an independent director 
with experience as a Chartered 
Accountant, consultant, director 
and CEO. He has been a director of 
public companies, public entities 
and a number of private companies 
for 19 years. He is presently chair 
of the Accreditation Council, 
director of Unison Networks Ltd, 
Unison Fibre Ltd, ETEL Ltd, and 
Telarc Ltd. He is independent 
Chairman of the Environmental 
Protection Authority Audit and 
Risk Committee and Chair of 
Bobux International Limited. He 
is also a facilitator for the Institute 
of Directors continuing education 
programme.

Paul Connell (CA CFInstD) 
Chairman 

John Boshier  
FIPENZ, BE (Hons), ME, MBA

John Boshier is a company 
director based in Wellington. He 
is a Member of the Standards 
Approval Board; a statutory board 
which independently approves 
New Zealand Standards. In 2016 
he was appointed to the board 
of Electra Ltd, the lines company 
serving the Horowhenua region 
and its subsidiary companies. 
John is a Director of the Harkness 
Fellowships Trust Board, and 
a Trustee of the Engineering 
Foundation of Engineers New 
Zealand (IPENZ). Previously he 
was Executive Director of the 
National Generators Forum, 
the representative body for 
Australia’s electricity generators. 
For five years he was Chief 
Executive of Engineers Australia, 
the professional institution for all 
engineers and a General Manager 
of the Electricity Corporation of 
New Zealand.
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Peter Steel 
FIPENZ, CPEng, BE, BCA

Peter Steel is a qualified Civil 
Engineer and Economist and 
has had a career working as a 
Consulting Engineer, General 
Manager and Managing Director 
for organisations involved in a wide 
range of civil and infrastructure 
projects, in New Zealand and 
internationally. 

Peter is a former President of the 
Wellington Regional Chamber of 
Commerce and has been Councillor 
and Deputy Chair of Weltec 
Polytechnic as well as Councillor for 
Weltec and Whitireia’s combined 
Council. Other directorships are for 
Hutt City Council’s Seaview Marina 
and Business Central associated 
companies.

Richard Collin 
(Dip Hort, EDPPP (Monash)
NZCminstD

Richard Collin has a background in 
Primary industry and agribusiness. 
He is a chartered member of 
NZ Institute of Directors and is a 
Nelson Marlborough branch board 
member. Richard is vice president 
of the Nelson Tasman Chamber of 
Commerce, NZ Trustees association 
board member, an ex Brook 
Waimarama Sanctuary trustee 
who has recently become its Chief 
executive. Richard is an advisor to 
health and NZ primary industry. He 
has been a past board member of 
agribusiness national, regional and 
local representative bodies and has 
also been a trustee for charities and 
trusts involved in primary industry, 
the arts, museums, schools, youth 
development, seasonal labour 
coordination and for conservation. 
At present, Richard is a board 
member to the accreditation 
council and also chairs the IANZ 
audit and risk committee.

Dr Graeme Benny 
(BSBioMicr, MSBio (Hon), 
PhDClinBio)

Dr Benny trained in clinical 
biochemistry and clinical micro-
biology at Auckland University. 

Graeme’s career as a senior 
executive and Chief Executive 
has spanned public and private 
sector organisations in the human 
and animal pharmaceuticals and 
therapeutics industry, human 
biotech industry, Counties Manukau 
and Auckland District Health 
Boards, the New Zealand Blood 
Service and the New Zealand 
Defence Force.

He was Director/CE of Health 
Workforce New Zealand and is 
currently Chair and Executive 
Director of Leecare Solutions Pty 
(an Australian-based health IT 
development company), Chair of 
Ako Aotearoa, Chair of Auramer 
Bio (a biotechnology development 
company) and works as clinical/
management consultant to the 
health sector.
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Marion Cowden  
(MBA(Dist), BSc, BCom, FCA, 
CMinstD)

Marion Cowden is an independent 
director, former senior New Zealand 
public servant and international 
civil servant. She has held senior 
audit, finance and management 
roles and is currently a member 
of the Real Estate Authority, and 
on the boards of two charities. 
Former director roles include Co-
operative Bank, Environmental 
Science and Research Institute, 
Energy, Efficiency and 
Conservation Authority and Works 
and Development Services (NZ) 
Ltd. Marion has chaired the audit 
committee of several of these 
organisations along with those of 
other public sector entities and is 
a past chair of the Independent 
Expert Oversight Advisory 
Committee of the World Health 
Organisation. 
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Paul Connell (CA CFInstD) 
Chairman

Paul is an independent director 
with experience as a Chartered 
Accountant, consultant, director 
and CEO. He has been a director of 
public companies, public entities 
and a number of private companies 
for 19 years. He is presently chair 
of the Accreditation  Council, 
director of Unison Networks Ltd, 
Unison Fibre Ltd, ETEL Ltd, and 
Telarc Ltd. He is independent 
chairman of the Environmental 
Protection Authority Audit and 
Risk Committee and Chair of 
Bobux International Limited. He 
is also a facilitator for the Institute 
of Directors continuing education 
programme.

4. Telarc Limited Directors’ Profiles

David has an Honours Degree 
in Engineering from Bristol 
University, and after pursuing a 
corporate career with BP and 
as an executive director with 
Winstone Ltd, he became an 
external director with a number 
of companies. He served as a 
director of New Zealand Rail Ltd, 
was foundation chairman of the 
CRI Industrial Research Ltd, has 
represented the Prime Minister’s 
Department on the boards of 
a number of Crown Entities, 
and was Managing Director of 
software company Smartmove 
NZ Ltd. He is currently Chairman 
of Telarc Limited, Pacific Aerials 
Ltd, Madill and Smeed Ltd, and a 
director of Hall’s Group Ltd and 
SIMITICS Ltd.

David Bone (BEng Hons) 
Chairman 

Vikki Brannagan  
(MinstD B.A. (Japanese)  
B.Com (Bus))

Vikki is an experienced CEO 
and professional director, with 
governance and leadership 
experience across a wide variety 
of industries in the commercial, 
public and not-for-profit sectors. 
She holds independent board 
positions with Cafe Brands Ltd 
(franchisor of the Columbus 
Coffee and Mexico restaurant 
chains); the Apprenticeship 
Training Trust (a major employer 
in the PGDR & Electrical sectors); 
and H J Asmuss Limited.
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5. Management Members’ Profiles

Dr Richards has been Chief 
Executive of the Council since 1 
December 1996. He also chaired 
the APLAC MRA Council and 
served on the APLAC Board of 
Management until June 2019. 
He has also served on the Board 
of ILAC, and chaired the ILAC’s 
Financial Audit Committee for six 
years. He has previously served as 
a Director of Industrial Research 
Ltd (predecessor to Callaghan 
Innovation). Dr Richards has an 
MSc (Hons) in Physics, and a PhD 
in Engineering.

Llewellyn Richards 
(MSc (Hons), PhD) 
Chief Executive Officer 

Philip Barnes (MSc FIMLS) 
General Manager 
Accreditation Services 

Phil Barnes re-joined IANZ in 
November 2014 as General 
Manager of Accreditation Services, 
having been a member of the 
executive leadership team at 
Waitemata District Health Board 
for the previous 6 years. Originally 
from the UK, Phil migrated to 
New Zealand in 1999 and joined 
IANZ as Programme Manager for 
Medical Testing, Radiology and 
Pharmacy.

In 2006 he joined Waitemata DHB 
as Laboratory Services Manager 
and in 2008 was appointed 
Director of Allied Health, 
Scientific and Technical Staffs and 
subsequently Group Manager - 
Hospital Operations. Trained in 
the UK as a Medical Laboratory 
Scientist, he is a Fellow of the UK 
Institute of Medical Laboratory 
Science and also holds a Master’s 
degree in Instrumental Chemical 
Analysis.

Fiona Paulin (NDA, CA)
Chief Financial Officer and 
Company Secretary

Originally from Wellington, Fiona 
began her career with Union 
Shipping Group and over the 
past 20 years she has held a 
number of senior roles across 
a diverse range of public and 
private industry sectors including 
Financial Services, Building, 
Pharmaceuticals, Manufacturing, 
Electrical and more recently 
the Education sector. She has 
extensive experience in both 
Finance and Operations areas. 
Fiona graduated from the 
Auckland University of Technology 
with a National Diploma in 
Accountancy, and became a 
member of the NZ Institute of 
Chartered Accountants in 1994.
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Elizabeth Woods (BA) 
Marketing and Communications 
Manager

Elizabeth started her career as an 
advertising copywriter, working 
with agencies in Auckland and 
London. Since moving into 
marketing and communications 
16 years ago, she has worked 
for a wide range of companies 
in the private and non-for-profit 
sectors, including Simpson 
Grierson, Guardian Trust, the 
Royal New Zealand Returned and 
Services Association, The Wise 
Group and Gallagher. Elizabeth 
has been accountable for the 
development and delivery of 
marketing strategy in four of her 
previous roles, leading teams to 
build, articulate and achieve the 
organisation’s brand strategy and 
vision. Elizabeth has a Bachelor of 
Arts from Auckland University.

Philip Cryer (BBS) 
Chief Executive Officer (Telarc)

Philip Cryer has worked in a wide 
variety of roles across a diverse 
range of industry sectors. Over 
the last 13 years he held a number 
of management roles with Spark 
N.Z. 

Philip managed teams with 
accountabilities for customer 
service, technology design and 
delivery through to business 
operations support. Prior 
to his time at Spark, Philip 
worked in a variety of roles in 
Strategy Development, Supply 
Chain and Logistics, Treasury, 
Accounting, International Business 
management, Marketing and 
Retailing. Philip has a degree from 
Massey University in Business 
Studies.
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6. Statement of Performance

The Accreditation Council is subject to a Ministerial direction regarding the New Zealand Business Number 
(NZBN). Implementation is 100% complete.

6.1 Accreditation

IANZ accreditation provides independent recognition of competence for a range of technical service providers 
(laboratories, inspection bodies, radiology practices, building consent authorities). This enables businesses, 
consumers and regulators to have confidence in test and inspection reports, and make decisions based on 
reliable results. IANZ provides this value-adding service in an effective and cost-efficient manner.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 1  

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Revenue 7,570,943 7,536,244 7,251,625

Less Cost (7,522,063) (7,648,760) (7,193,055)

Net Surplus/(Deficit) before tax 48,880 (112,516) 58,570

1Refer to note 2 Net Revenue and Cost analysis
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IANZ

Council Output 2019 Target 2019 Actual

1. Assist the Crown in achieving 
its goals and priorities 
through public safety related 
accreditation by: Maintaining 
and delivering existing 
relevant accreditations to 
international standards; and 
when feasible developing 
and delivering new 
accreditations that will, in its 
opinion, best promote the 
Crown’s goals and priorities, 
with particular consideration 
given to laboratory 
testing together with the 
occupational health and 
safety and environmental 
sustainability sectors.

IANZ will continue to develop the scope 
of its public safety related accreditation 
functions relating to the following sectors:

Food/Water, 185 accreditations as 
at 31 March 2018, including:

 — Drinking water treatment inspection 
bodies.

 — Food safety inspection.

 — Drinking water treatment laboratories.

 — Wine testing laboratories.

 — All export animal testing laboratories.

Food/Water, 172 accreditations as 
at 30 June 2019, including:

 — Drinking water treatment inspection 
bodies.

 — Food safety inspection.

 — Drinking water treatment laboratories.

 — Wine testing laboratories.

 — All export animal testing laboratories.

All of the above programmes are now mature 
with minimal growth in numbers expected.

Health, (127 accreditations as at 
31 March 2018), including:

 — Medical testing. 

 — Radiology services.

 — Point of care testing

Health, 128 accreditations as at 
30 June 2019, including:

 — Medical testing

 — Radiology services

 — Point of care testing

Environment, (74 accreditations as 
at 31 March 2018), including:

 — Air quality (OH&S).

 — Industrial emissions discharge testing.

 — Wastewater discharge testing.

 — Radioactivity monitoring.

 — Biosecurity testing laboratories.

 — Biosecurity verification (inspection 
agencies).

Environment, 76 accreditations as 
at 30 June 2019, including:

 — Air quality (OH&S).

 — Industrial emissions discharge testing.

 — Wastewater discharge testing.

 — Radioactivity monitoring.

 — Biosecurity testing laboratories.

 — Biosecurity verification (inspection) 
agencies.

Asbestos clearance organisations continue 
to seek accreditation, both inspection bodies 
and testing laboratories. Methamphetamine 
(inspection and testing) have seen 
significant growth but this is expected to 
plateau following the Gluckman Report.

Construction (141 accreditations as 
at 31 March 2018), including:

 — Building Consent Authority 
accreditation (BCA).

 — Civil and building materials testing.

 — Building systems inspection (e.g. fire 
alarms/sprinklers).

Construction (152 accreditations as 
at 30 June 2019), including:

 — Building Consent Authority 
accreditation (BCA).

 — Civil and building materials testing.

 — Building systems inspection (e.g. fire 
alarms/sprinklers).

BCA and inspection bodies essentially a 
mature market with little growth expected. 
Modest growth possible in other sectors.

IANZ will continue to develop the 
quality and scope of these standards. 
Specific measurements are outlined 
later in this document.
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IANZ

Council Output 2019 Target 2019 Actual

2. Assist the Crown in achieving 
its goals and priorities by 
delivering business and 
trade related accreditation 
and certification that 
will in its opinion best 
support a more productive 
and inclusive business 
environment that delivers 
for all New Zealanders.

IANZ Accreditation

Ensure IANZ accreditation is an efficient 
and robust solution for regulators and a 
global business solution for industry.

Measured by:
Qualitative and quantitative evaluation 
research, surveyed feedback from industry 
users, and the number of programmes 
where regulators use accreditation.

Facilitate NZ exports by reducing/
removing technical barriers to trade by:

 — Working with the Ministry for Primary 
Industries (MPI) and the agricultural 
sector.

 — Providing accreditation that ensures 
dairy testing, meat testing and testing 
of other animal products meet new 
overseas market access requirements.

 — Ensuring global acceptance of 
test reports from IANZ accredited 
organisations.

 — Using the global accreditation networks 
to reduce technical barriers to trade.

 — Ten clients are surveyed on a quarterly 
basis and a full customer survey was 
conducted in May 2019.

 — Number of programmes where 
regulators use accreditation – 12.

 — Our discussions with MPI have focused 
on meeting requirements to enable 
overseas market access, as well as the 
strengthening relationship between 
China and New Zealand in the dairy 
sector.

Measurement will be by:

 — Test reports from IANZ accredited 
organisations are accepted by 
accreditation authorities in more than 
106 countries;

 — Signatory status to the ILAC Mutual 
Recognition Arrangement (MRA) is 
maintained;

 — At least one new activity to facilitate 
international trade is established.

Certificates from IANZ accredited organisations 
are now accepted in 106 countries.

 — Signatory status to the ILAC MRA has 
been maintained.

 — Canada and New Zealand have now 
agreed to reciprocally accept EMC test 
reports from appropriately accredited 
laboratories, under the umbrella of the 
APEC Tel MRA.

Maintain and enhance our global links through 
the Asia Pacific Laboratory Accreditation 
Cooperation (APLAC) and ILAC.
Measured by: 
Maintaining representation on key 
international committees.

 — IANZ has taken a leadership role in 
APLAC, with representation on the 
APLAC Board, chairing the Key MRA 
Council, and active participation in 
technical training and communications 
committees. IANZ also assisted with the 
transition of APLAC and PAC to the new 
Asia Pacific Accreditation Cooperation 
(APAC).

Engage on a bi-annual basis with 
regulators (MBIE, MOH, and MPI) 
to provide accreditation to support 
domestic and international commerce.

 — IANZ has met with regulators from 
MBIE in our ongoing activities as part of 
MBIE monitoring the Council. We have 
also met on a bi-monthly basis with 
the building performance team and a 
quarterly basis with all partners involved 
in the standards accreditation and 
metrology area.

 — Engagement with MOH has focused 
on radiation safety, drinking water 
standards, and areas to reduce harm in 
hospitals. 
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IANZ

Council Output 2019 Target 2019 Actual

3. Maintain financial 
sustainability without 
recourse to the Crown 
by responsibly managing 
Council’s finances and 
activities measured 
against the annual plan.

Financial 

Achieve a budgeted result which balances 
cost effective operations, globally competitive 
charges, strategic investment and financial 
sustainability resulting in:

 — Consolidated revenue for the year to 30 
June 2019 of $17.7 million (forecast 30 
June 2018, $17.2 million); and

 — A consolidated financial surplus after tax 
for Council of $1.2 million.

Maintain reserves to ensure the 
Council is a viable going concern.

 
 
 
 
 

 — Consolidated revenue for the year to 30 
June 2019 of $17.8 million 

 — Consolidated financial surplus after tax 
of $890k. Target not achieved due to 
one off expenditure incurred by Telarc 
Limited relating to redevelopment of the 
Food programme primarily. 

 — $6million is currently held in cash 
reserves.

IANZ Accreditation

Deliver accreditation at globally competitive 
prices to 920 entities, including:

 — 738 laboratories, inspection bodies and 
other providers;

 — 162 other scheduled assessments of 
competence on behalf of regulators, all 
at internationally competitive prices.

 
 
 

 — IANZ has 921 active accreditations.

 — IANZ has 728 active clients, including 
laboratories, inspection bodies and other 
providers.

 — 193 other scheduled assessments of 
competence on behalf of regulators, all 
at internationally competitive prices.

 — Growth has been steady and is 
expected to continue.

Identify key outcomes from 2019 market 
research, to improve service delivery and 
take action to increase the value of both 
accreditation and certification services.

 — Deliver improved reporting to assist 
clients to utilise the benefits of 
accreditation and certification.

 — Monitor organisational performance 
in line with the Council’s long term 
Strategic Plan.

 — Assessment findings documents in 
healthcare reports are now classified 
according to risk, through use of 
a risk assessment matrix following 
consultation with senior industry 
representatives. 

 — A business analyst has been employed 
to assist with developing reporting 
metrics both internally and where 
appropriate externally.

NZQC Training

Provide ongoing training for all 
accreditation and certification clients 
to assist in the achievement of their 
accreditation and certification goal.
Deliver 1,700 NZQC training days.

 — Ongoing training is currently being 
provided.

 — Not achieved. Delivered 1,039 NZQC 
days. Target was not reached due to 
international courses being ceased.
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IANZ

Council Output 2019 Target 2019 Actual

4. Improve the performance of 
the Council and relevance 
to New Zealand

Improve reporting to assist clients to utilise the 
benefits of accreditation and certification.
Provide training and support for Council staff in:

 — ISO/IEC 17011:2017: General requirements 
for accreditation bodies accrediting 
conformity assessment bodies; and

 — ISO/IEC 17025:2017: General 
requirements for the competence of 
testing and calibration laboratories.

Prioritise communication to regulators 
about ways in which Council’s core activities 
and capabilities may assist the Crown 
in achieving its goals and priorities.

 — Training in key aspects of the new 
standard provided to all accreditation 
services staff.

 — New procedures in conformity with the 
new standard have been written and 
published.

 — Relevant accreditation services staff 
were trained in new requirements via full 
day training sessions.

 — Assessment tools were updated and 
guidance published.

 — Assessments have commenced.

 — Regular meetings are held with 
Government and Council continues 
to work closely on key initiatives, 
particularly in the BCA area.

 — A quarterly seminar series for regulators 
has been developed in collaboration 
with JAS-ANZ, Standards New Zealand 
and MBIE and commences in August 
2019.

Prioritise communication to businesses 
about benefits of internationally 
recognised accreditation, prioritising 
sectors in which this may assist the Crown 
in achieving its goals and priorities.

 — IANZ distributed client E-newsletters 
over the last year.

 — IANZ advertised in industry publications 
over the last year.

 — A marketing and communications 
manager has been employed.

 — A brand strategy and marketing and 
communications plan have been 
developed to roll out over the 2019/20 
year.

 — Accreditation staff communicate 
regularly with clients.

Prioritise communication to businesses and 
consumers about existence of fraudulent 
certification and access to Council mechanisms 
for detection and prevention, prioritising 
sectors in which this may assist the Crown 
in achieving its goals and priorities.

 — Specific documentation developed 
for clients in the inspection body 
programme aimed at eliminating 
misleading claims regarding 
accreditation.

Revise the Council’s Strategic Plan 
and Statement of Intent in line with 
Government’s goals and priorities.

 — The Statement of Intent and Statement 
of Performance Expectations were 
revised and published in line with 
Government’s goals and priorities.
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6.1.1 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

The Council has carried out accreditation assessments 
in accordance with its schedules for the current year, 
including new assessments across a number of 
programmes. IANZ also receives regular requests 
for accreditation scope extension assessments 
from existing clients. IANZ adds value for clients by 
sharing best practice and providing recognition of 
their services which is a necessary prerequisite to 
grow their business into new areas, either to meet 
regulatory requirements or market needs.

6.1.1.1 INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION

On 25-30 March 2019 IANZ was assessed against 
the accreditation body standard ISO 17011, by an 
international team of APAC evaluators from Canada, 
USA, Hong Kong, Botswana and China. The purpose 
of the assessment was to evaluate conformance 
with the standard and thereby ratify IANZ’s 
continuing acceptance as a member of the APAC 
Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA). No non-
conformities were identified during the assessment, 
representing an outstanding achievement for IANZ 
accreditation services staff. This ensures IANZ 
remains part of the global recognition provided 
by the international accreditation community. The 
global ILAC Mutual Recognition Arrangement (MRA) 
is now a major factor in facilitating trade, enabling 
products to go straight to market, without duplicate 
re-testing. The networks established within the global 
accreditation community also allow trade issues of 
concern to be discussed on a bilateral basis.

6.1.1.2 HEALTHCARE ACCREDITATION

The accreditation of Northland DHBs blood bank 
facility at Whangarei Hospital remains in suspension 
following a special assessment in late 2017 however, 
this laboratory is now close to achieving reinstatement 
of accreditation following clearance of conditions 
raised at the most recent assessment in September 
2018. No further significant issues arose in any of New 
Zealand’s 64 medical testing laboratories.

Similarly, Dunedin Hospital Radiology Services, 
accreditation suspended in 2016, had made significant 
progress and was also very close to reinstatement. It 
was of concern that the accreditation of Southland 
Hospital Radiology Service remained in suspension 

and that Waikato DHB continued to operate the 
largest non-accredited DHB radiology service. 
This indicates levels of competence within these 
facilities are insufficient to meet IANZ accreditation 
requirements.

Close working relationships were now established 
with the Office of Radiation Safety and a collaborative 
approach is being sought with regard to radiation 
safety compliance audits.

6.1.1.3 BCA PROGRAMME 

There was evidence of the increasing effectiveness 
of the new regulatory audit programme for BCAs, 
initiated in 2017 and operated through close 
partnership between IANZ and MBIE. 

6.1.1.4 STAFFING INITIATIVES

The year was highly successful in terms of the 
recruitment and retention of high quality staff, with six 
new recruits successfully embedded and performing 
at a high level. This was due in some measure to the 
following initiatives:

 — Increasing rigour of selection processes using 
professional psychological profiling to identify 
personality traits likely to provide a ‘good fit’ for 
particular roles.

 — A training coordination team has been 
established to support the induction of new 
staff and ensure consistent, optimally efficient 
training occurs.

 — An HR consultant has been enlisted to support 
the development of key HR policies and best 
practice.

 — Operational management structures have 
been reviewed and new roles and salary bands 
proposed to enhance career development 
opportunities for talented staff.

 — An active ‘wellness’ and staff support programme 
is in place as well as a staff recognition/awards 
process and a new social committee. 
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6.2 Telarc Certification

Telarc certification provides organisations, regulators and industry bodies with an independent intervention to 
provide assurance that a required level of compliance (or not) has been achieved against a recognised standard. 
Most of the assessments carried out by Telarc provide confidence to management, owners, directors and 
interested parties that the organisation under assessment is carrying out work as prescribed in their agreed to 
management system. Telarc provides audit services against a wide range of local and international standards 
across the MPI Food Safety, MPI Wine Safety, Quality (ISO9001), Health & Safety (ISO45001, Q-Safe) and 
Environmental (ISO14001) landscapes. Telarc does support a number of industry bodies on an as required basis 
to assess tailor made standards e.g. the Sustainable Dairy Water Accord, Dairy Herd Testing, Adventure Tourism 
Safety, Electrical and Gas Public Safety (NZS7901).

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 2

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Revenue 8,722,509 8,599,384 8,682,841

Less Cost (7,901,148) (7,352,961) (7,510,785)

Net Surplus/(Deficit) before tax 821,361 1,246,423 1,172,056

2 Refer to note 2 Net Revenue and Cost analysis
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TELARC LIMITED

Council Output 2019 Target 2019 Actual

1. Assist the Crown in achieving 
its goals and priorities 
through public safety related 
accreditation by: Maintaining 
and delivering existing 
relevant accreditations to 
international standards; and 
when feasible developing 
and delivering new 
accreditations that will, in 
its opinion, best promote 
the Crown’s goals and 
priorities, with particular 
consideration given to 
laboratory testing together 
with the occupational health 
and safety and environment 
sustainability sectors.

Telarc’s plans in relation to public safety 
related functions will include:
Health and safety certification

 — Continue to certify enterprises against 
ISO18001 and ANZS 4801;

 — Develop competency to certify against 
the new international standard ISO 
45001;

 — Promote the value and benefits of 
adopting the new standard to business 
and their workers;

 — Sponsor the adoption of ISO 45001 as a 
New Zealand standard (NZS45001) for 
the benefit of all NZ business;

 — Work with customers to achieve 
certification under ISO 45001; and

 — Increase the number of health and 
safety certifications.

 — Telarc continues to certify enterprises 
against ISO18001 and ANZS 4801.

 — Telarc has a 57% market share of health 
and safety certificates as detailed on 
the JAS-ANZ register. This includes the 
audits undertaken for Public Safety 
(NZS7901) and the newly launched 
ISO45001.

 — The NZS45001 Adoption Committee 
was well down the track to agreeing 
adoption when it was determined a joint 
(AS/NZS) adoption was the preferred 
option. This has since been achieved.

 — Telarc has currently certified 47 of the 51 
organisations listed as certified against 
ISO45001 on the JAS-ANZ register.

 — June 2019 H&S certifications on the JAS-
ANZ website = 233 (+8.5%).

Health and safety programmes

 — Work with industry groups and 
individual customers to develop health 
and safety programmes for stakeholders 
where formal ISO certification is not 
appropriate; and

 — Develop and communicate an 
accredited health and safety 
programme for SME business in New 
Zealand that incorporates the core 
elements of the HSWA 2015 and ISO 
45001.

 — Telarc has worked with JAS-ANZ and 
Worksafe and has become the only 
certification body in New Zealand 
accredited against the OHSMS Class A 
asbestos removal scheme.

 — Telarc has worked with JAS-ANZ and 
the EWRB and has become the only 
certification body in New Zealand 
accredited against the EWRB Employer 
Licences scheme.

 — Telarc engaged, and has been 
actively involved in the CHASNZ pre-
qualification initiative. The objective is 
to develop an industry agreed health 
and safety pre-qualification assessment 
process and assessment competency 
framework for pre-qualifiers to 
the construction industry. The 
recommendations from this initiative 
are now being consulted through the 
broader construction industry.

 — Q-Safe, a health and safety standard 
for SME’s in New Zealand successfully 
develop and deployed in market.

Food safety

 — Provide certification against 
international, domestic and corporate 
food safety programmes; and

 — Grow food safety activity by 5%.

 — Increased accreditations with the 
approval to certify against both 
FSSC22000 and BRC.

 — Not achieved. Flat year-on-year as a 
result of reduced volume in MPI Food 
verification work.
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TELARC LIMITED

Council Output 2019 Target 2019 Actual

Environmental programmes

 — Certify enterprises against standard ISO 
14001; and

 — Work with Standards NZ to identify 
opportunities to sponsor internationally 
recognised standards that have a 
transferable value to New Zealand 
national or regional environmental 
service providers.

 — Transitioned 99% of Telarc’s clients to 
the 2015 version of the standard by 
September 2018.

 — Conversations are ongoing with 
Standards to identify opportunities to 
sponsor relevant scalable standards.

 — Conversations are underway with 
regulators relating to two initiatives 
around improving aspects of 
environmental management.

Forestry management

 — Continue to support, and grow, Chain 
of Custody (PEFC – Programme for the 
Endorsement of Forest Certification 
and FSC – Forestry Stewards Council) 
standards utilisation to ensure 
sustainable management of forests and 
their by-products.

Measurement: Public safety programme 
activity is measured by a financial growth 
target of 10% across all activities.

 — Ongoing. Customer numbers have 
grown slightly year on year.

 — This measurement was identified as 
being no longer applicable therefore not 
achieved.

2. Assist the Crown in achieving 
its goals and priorities by 
delivering business and 
trade related accreditation 
and certification that 
will in its opinion best 
support a more productive 
and inclusive business 
environment that delivers 
for all New Zealanders.

Telarc Certification
Telarc contributes to the Government strategy 
of a more productive and inclusive business 
environment, through its quality, health 
and safety, food safety and environmental 
audit and certification products. 
These contributions are outlined below: 

 — Quality systems assist business to 
ensure consistency and meet standards 
required by customers and support 
continuous improvement.

 — Food safety certification ensures 
that businesses meet domestic and 
international food safety standards and 
remain viable.

 — Health and safety systems help keep 
workers safe and well, which contributes 
to business sustainability.

 — Environmental programmes help 
business meet social, regulatory and 
customer expectations and reduce 
costs.

 — Telarc continues to grow its share of 
quality certificates on the JAS-ANZ 
register – up to 60% in June 2019 from 
58% in F18. Revenue has dropped 
slightly year on year but is consistent 
with F17 & F16. This drop was due to 
increased activity driven by the one off 
ISO 9001 transition.

 — Telarc continues to grow its food safety 
accreditations through the approval to 
certify against BRC and FSSC. Telarc 
is now signed off against the new MPI 
wine safety verification requirements.

 — Health and safety was the fastest 
growing portfolio for Telarc in F’2019 
with revenue growth of 20%.

 — Telarc’s newly agreed and implemented 
sustainability policy will allow it to carry 
out its role in a manner that supports 
improved work and environmental 
conditions.

 — As part of the sustainability policy, 
Telarc will provide, where it can, 
support to regulators, industry, and 
local government where an auditable 
standard may need to be developed 
and deployed.
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TELARC LIMITED

Council Output 2019 Target 2019 Actual

Telarc’s plans to continue and develop 
these programmes include:

 — Develop non-ISO programmes that are 
right sized for small business creating an 
inclusive product set.

 — Remain internationally credible through 
accreditation by JAS-ANZ, an IAF MLA 
signatory.

 — Train auditors to provide services relating 
to ethical auditing utilising the Sedex 
(Supplier Ethical Data Exchange/SMETA 
(Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit) 
internationally recognised standard.

 — Q-Safe developed and launched early 
2019.

 — Maintained.

 — Telarc has developed capability to 
support ethical audits and is evaluating 
the potential to extend this to a specific 
internationally recognised food safety 
standard.

3. Maintain financial 
sustainability without 
recourse to the Crown 
by responsibly managing 
Council’s finances and 
activities measured 
against the annual plan.

Telarc Certification

 — Maintain market share of over 50% of 
JAS-ANZ registered certificates in New 
Zealand.

 — Provide certification to 1100 organisations 
on the JAS-ANZ register.

 — Grow food safety activity by 5% year on 
year.

 — Grow health and safety accreditation 
activity by 10%.

 — Survey clients to ensure service 
delivery is well targeted, and continue 
improving its understanding and the 
value of certification services for all of its 
customer base.

 — Invest further in information technology 
to improve business processes including 
reporting.

 — Leverage technology efficiencies 
where possible when evaluating and/or 
developing new programmes.

 — Achieved 57% June 2019.

 — Achieved 1,131 June 2019.

 — Not achieved. Flat year-on-year.

 — Achieved 20% revenue increased at 
June 2019.

 — Not achieved. Management made the 
decision to update the survey feedback 
process, resulting in phone survey 
results being actioned in July 19.

 — Achieved. Telarc audit tool continues to 
be enhanced. Completed architectural 
review of Telarc systems with 
recommendations on a path to update 
all in scope technology to support 
anticipated scaling of Telarc’s business.

 — Achieved. Reporting time continues to 
improve in both food and wine sectors.

6.2.1 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

Telarc had a good year with an operating surplus 
pre tax of $941,001. A dividend to the Accreditation 
Council of $550K was declared for the year.

Telarc continues to invest in improving its overall 
technical (food and management systems) 
performance, driven by the requirements of both 
accreditation bodies and regulators who increasingly 
want improved consistency, competency of 
certification bodies/auditors supporting their 
requirements.

As Telarc is no longer part-owned by an Australian 
certification business, it has achieved accreditation in 
its own right in a number of sectors, including British 
Retail Consortium (BRC) and the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC). Telarc continues to target larger 
customers where integrated certification (quality, 
environmental and health & safety) will provide 
significant benefits.

During the course of the year a number of key 
milestones were met:

 — 99% of ISO14001 and ISO9001 customers 
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upgraded to the new version of the respective 
standards by the close off date of September 
2018.

 — Introduction of a health and safety standard 
aligned to the Health and Safety at Work Act 
and tailored for New Zealand SME’s – Q-Safe.

 — Accreditations to certify standards achieved 
for – British Retail consortium (BRC), Food 
Safety System Certification (FSSC), EWRB 
Employer License scheme, OHSMS Class A 
asbestos removal, MPI Recognised Wine Verifier, 
ISO45001.

 — Development and agreement on a Telarc 
sustainability policy, underpinned by on-going 
activity to support New Zealand workers’ well-
being and improve the management of New 
Zealand’s natural resources.

 — Food Programme Overview.

Telarc continues to focus on the wellbeing of its 
people through a number of initiatives, including 
the monitoring of critical risk areas for health and 
safety. Telarc is audited by a third party against 
internationally recognised quality and health and 
safety standards, with the 2019 audit being carried 
out against the ISO45001 standard.

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Revenue

IANZ 659,108 767,256 601,773

Telarc 241,551 312,777 288,999

Total Revenue 900,659 1,080,033 890,772

Cost

IANZ (712,671) (691,695) (687,526)

Telarc (156,590) (177,844) (186,744)

Total Cost (869,261) (869,539) (874,271)

Net Surplus/ (Deficit) before tax

IANZ (53,563) 75,561 (85,753)

Telarc 84,961 134,934 102,255

Total Surplus/ (Deficit) before tax 31,398 210,494 16,502

3 Refer to note 2 Net Revenue and Cost analysis. Consolidated training results include margins earned by Telarc.

6.3 Training

The NZQC provided training in both laboratory quality systems and management systems certification activity. 
Training courses are aimed at auditor level and client improvement

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 3 
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6.3.1 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

The NZQC performance to the end of June 2019 fell short on budget for revenue and contribution. The domestic 
courses continued to do well with a series of upgrade seminars being held, together with in-house courses at the 
largest testing laboratories.

Although budgeted, training courses to the Singapore Accreditation Council ceased in 2019 and courses are no 
longer being delivered.

The NZQC continues to evaluate course offerings and following a full business review in early 2019, is now set to 
launch new training options during the course of 2019/20 to better meet the changing needs of learners.

NCQC ATTENDEE ANALYSIS BY COURSE TYPE
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6.4 International Recognition

IANZ accreditation is recognised by authorities in 106 countries as equivalent to their own accreditation. This 
mutual recognition is a major factor in trade facilitation accreditation, affecting more than $30 billion in New 
Zealand exports.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE ⁴

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Revenue 547,728 528,803 520,325

Less Cost (431,698) (378,000) (355,594)

Net Surplus/ (Deficit) before tax 116,030 150,803 164,731

4 Refer to note 2 Net Revenue and Cost analysis

6.4.1 PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS

6.4.1.1 INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Exports are essential to the New Zealand economy, 
particularly agricultural (e.g. meat and dairy) 
products, as well as manufactured goods, including 
steel and aluminium. The growing global demand 
for testing in accredited laboratories has seen IANZ 
play a key role in facilitating international trade. 
Affiliation with MRA partners assists acceptance of 
New Zealand products in overseas markets without 
additional testing or inspection. The recognition 
of the ILAC MRA by overseas regulators gives 
manufacturers and suppliers certainty of access into 
export markets. Currently, 98 accreditation bodies in 
106 countries, including all our major trading partners, 
are signatories to such arrangements. In addition, 
all accreditation authorities in the European Union 
recognise IANZ designation under the auspices of 
the New Zealand – European Union Government to 
Government MRA.

IANZ continues its core role as the New Zealand 
member of the Asia Pacific Accreditation 
Cooperation (APAC) and the International Laboratory 
Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC).

Work continues to progress with IANZ’s involvement, 
either by membership of ISO Working Groups or 
by correspondence, in a number of new standards. 
Involvement this year has included ISO technical 
committees for medical testing standards, the 

underlying common elements for all conformity 
assessment standards, and active involvement in the 
ILAC technical and policy committees.

The Chair and CEO continue to meet with MBIE staff 
to discuss how MBIE and IANZ can work together 
to enhance the use of accreditation and conformity 
assessment in regulatory systems in New Zealand and 
International trade. Discussions have also included 
the role of accreditation in Free Trade Agreements.

6.4.1.2 TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

IANZ continues to help regulators with free trade 
discussions. These have included RCEP (India 
and China), and the Gulf Co-operation Council. 
Discussions have also begun on a comprehensive 
negotiation with the European Union, and secondly 
with the UK. 

6.4.1.3 TRANS-TASMAN MRA

IANZ continues to work co-operatively with its 
counterpart Australian organisation, NATA, to provide 
seamless recognition of laboratory results and 
inspection reports for regulators on both sides of the 
Tasman. Annual benchmarking assists in identifying 
improvement opportunities. Both organisations 
ensure accreditation practices provide similar 
outcomes, including the use of common technical 
experts where necessary. 
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6.5 Promoting Conformity 
Assessment

6.5.1 PUBLICATIONS

Updates to IANZ criteria in technical and information 
publications can be viewed at www.ianz.govt.nz and 
copies are sent to the Legal Deposit Office at the 
National Library of New Zealand. IANZ continues with 
its promotional campaign, with a number of mainstream 
media and specialist trade publications publishing 
articles on IANZ accreditation. IANZ also produces 
several editorial papers for a number of publications.

6.5.2 WEBSITES

The Council maintains three websites:

ianz.govt.nz; telarc.co.nz; nzqc.co.nz

Each details Council activities, including full product 
and assessment process information, the register of 
accredited organisations and how to become IANZ 
accredited or Telarc certified. News articles of interest 
and contact details are also provided.

6.6 Organisational Health and 
Capabilities

6.6.1 QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

Inherent in the operating standards adhered to by 
IANZ and Telarc is the implementation of sound quality 
management practices based on ISO 9001. To ensure 
full compliance is maintained, six-monthly internal 
assessments are conducted. Any corrective actions are 
addressed and remedied prior to the next assess.
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7. Valued Employer

People are IANZ’s most important resource – both 
our staff and network of volunteer technical experts. 
IANZ’s people and organisational development 
objectives continue to be:

 — Achieving a low turnover of staff, and by 
the number of new accreditation solutions 
developed.

 — Increasing the number of staff cross-skilled 
across programmes.

 — Improving staff engagement.

 — Increasing client satisfaction.

Telarc continues to operate its employee 
management philosophy in a manner that is 
designed to create a strong employment value 
proposition. Through the development and on-going 
refinement of all-inclusive induction, standardised 
and adhered to training programmes, strong support 
of self-paced and class room learning along with 
on-going encouragement of personal development 
Telarc is creating an environment where employees 
are valued and grow. As a result we are increasingly 
seeing capable prospective employees approaching 
us for opportunities. This is mostly being created 
off the back of word-of-mouth endorsement, 
by our own people, of Telarc’s employee  
management philosophy. 

7.1 Health and Safety

The Council continues to place paramount importance 
on the health and safety of employees and external 
technical expert assessors. Comprehensive policies 
are in place (including regular Council reporting) 
to ensure workplace safety and these are reviewed 
annually by the Council and audited externally to 
show compliance with IOD/MBIE guidelines for a 
safe workplace. Council members also attend an 
IANZ assessment to observe good safety practices 
in action.

Health and Safety is an agenda item at all 
communication forums within IANZ and staff are 
actively engaged in all aspects of health and safety 
during their everyday activities.

The Telarc Board and its employees also regard 
health and safety to be of vital importance and 
actively monitor performance. As part of the 
Board's activity calendar, health and safety monthly 
performance is reviewed via operational reporting 
and the minutes of the Health and Safety Committee 
meeting are distributed for review at monthly 
meetings. Quarterly risks and performance against 
the IOD checklist are reviewed and the CEO and 
Board attend one separate audit each year.

7.2 Employer of Choice

The Council aims to be an Employer of Choice by 
following sound HR management principles and 
using the core values in the Baldridge Criteria to 
manage progress. 

IANZ reviewed its values as part of its brand strategy 
development at the end of 2018 and has continued 
to recognise staff achievements aligned to its 
existing values of: Raising the Bar, Safe, Value and 
Passion, by presenting staff awards quarterly.

A low staff turnover percentage of 8.77% was 
achieved for the year. All senior management 
are conscious of their leadership roles within the 
organisation and work actively to develop the 
capabilities of younger staff. A full review of all our 
operational activities is held monthly with senior 
managers led by the CEO. 

Telarc continues to strive to be recognised as an 
Employer of Choice and an organisation that provides 
career and development opportunities well beyond its 
local and international competitors. Telarc has been, 
and continues to be, challenged in its requirement 
to supplement an aging workforce. This requires 
the ability to attract and develop well qualified and 
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competent people to pick up the increasing numbers 
of clients Telarc is having to support. This attracting 
of capable people is happening organically through 
our employment value proposition being very strong 
in the New Zealand marketplace. 

7.3 Equal Employment 
Opportunities

Sound employment policies are in place to ensure  
all staff and job applicants are treated equally, 
regardless of status. Firm guidelines in the recruitment 
process highlight the need to appoint new staff on 
ability and merit. IANZ does not discriminate on  
the basis of race, gender, orientation or other 
grounds. The Council ensures gender neutrality in 
its appointment processes. Full job descriptions are 
provided for each position with key performance 
indicators set each year in conjunction with managers. 
Formal performance reviews are conducted  
annually, with informal assessments at six months. 

7.4 Staffing

IANZ’s ability to recruit suitably qualified people 
for training as IANZ assessors remains challenging 
and we are actively seeking new recruits across all 
sectors, with a focus on the need for resilience in the 
challenging assessor role. 

7.5 Good Employer Policies and 
Practices.

Good employer practice is promulgated through 
formal policies covering:

 — Health and safety

 — Environmental

 — Staffing

 — Training and development

 — Induction

Good employment practices are explained further  
in the Staff Manual and individual employment 
contracts, which clearly set out the code of 
practice for personal grievances if staff feel they are 
disadvantaged in their employment, discriminated 
against, bullied in any way, or sexually or racially 
harassed in the workplace. Details have been discussed 
individually with all staff. Workplaces are designed  
to accommodate people with physical differences 
and regular building emergency evacuation drills 
allow for the management of such persons in 
emergencies.

Workplace stress is closely monitored, with  
additional counselling support for staff as required. 
Workplace flexibility is also paramount, including 
the taking of leave, flexible hours and autonomy in 
undertaking assessments.

OVER THE PAST 12 MONTHS:

Gender balance has further improved with women 
comprising 50% (2018; 58%) of total Council 
staff. Currently, 50% (2018; 43%) of the senior  
management team are women. This balance is 
benchmarked and compares favourably against 
other agencies.

All staff continue to be paid on merit and ability, 
without bias.

No employee requested working hours outside the 
norm.

No grievances or cases of discrimination were 
reported.

The Council’s proactive Health and Safety Policy 
is designed to ensure the ongoing safety of all 
employees. No serious harm incidents occurred  
during the year ended 30 June 2019 (also nil in 
2018). Staff are actively engaged in the reporting 
of all incidents including near misses which are 
accompanied by a robust process of investigation 
before being closed out. A number of health and 
safety initiatives were undertaken at the Council’s 
offices, and proactive hazard identification  
continues to be assessed before entering  
client premises.
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7.6 Sustainability

Telarc recognises that businesses can have a negative 
impact on the environment and is committed to 
finding ways to reduce the environmental impact of 
our work and that of our clients. 

Telarc has identified a number of themes that 
will underpin a sharper focus for the organisation 
on supporting a more sustainable New Zealand, 
including:

1. Take an industry leadership role in an area of 
sustainability that could make a difference

2. Identify an existing environmental initiative and 
actively look to support it through sponsorship

3. Move Telarc’s procurement to a more sustainably 
based model – leveraging ISO14001

4. Find mechanisms to reduce Telarc’s reliance on 
all forms of transport in particular airlines and 
private motor vehicles

5. Identify mechanism/s which have the capability 
to lift the well-being of workers in NZ

The Council has introduced subsidised public 
transport (up to 50% of cost) for all staff using public 
transport for travel to and from home. 

7.7 Performance Appraisals

All Council staff have received an annual performance 
appraisal to evaluate individual achievement against 
their agreed key performance indicators and to 
identify opportunities for personal development  
and training.

All Telarc staff underwent an annual review, with 90% 
being conducted by the Chief Executive directly  
with staff.

7.8 Staff Training

IANZ continues to invest in training for all staff, to 
ensure they continue to meet the demands of new 
or changing regulatory requirements. All assessment 
staff are invited to two-day training sessions twice a 
year and case studies are regularly reviewed by all 
staff at monthly staff meetings. 

Throughout the year, Telarc will continue to train 
its auditors across its food, wine and management 
portfolios. Increased investment over the last 12 
months in technical resource supporting these 
portfolios is allowing Telarc to provide good levels of 
support for all auditors. 

Increasingly, regulators and standards bodies are 
requiring certification bodies to display proven 
levels of industry competence for auditors who are 
assigned to support audits against their standard.  
To do this requires auditors to provide clear examples 
of operational experience or for Telarc to train staff 
to be deemed to be competent. This includes the 
training of Telarc health and safety auditors to support 
the newly created health and safety (Asbestos) 
regulations for Class A asbestos removalists. This 
was achieved by sending in scope auditors onto a 
recognised Class Removalist training course. 

7.9 Technical experts

Around 2,000 technical experts support IANZ 
on a voluntary basis to support the accreditation 
assessments of clients. Their efforts are critical to 
IANZ’s operation. During assessments, these technical 
experts are considered part of the IANZ workforce 
and comply with Health and Safety policies, are 
covered by IANZ insurance, and work alongside IANZ 
staff as full team members.

Telarc utilises technical experts across the EWRB’s 
newly accredited JASANZ Employer Licence 
programme, as well as the JASANZ accredited 
Adventure Tourism scheme. 
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7.10 Human Resource Statistics

As at 30 June 2019

7.10.1 GENDER
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7.10.3 AGE
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8. Statement of Responsibility

Paul Connell 
Chair of Council

25 September 2019

Dr Llewellyn Richards 
Chief Executive

25 September 2019

Fiona Paulin
Chief Financial Officer

25 September 2019

Richard Collin 
Director

25 September 2019

The Council and management of IANZ accepts responsibility for:

 — The preparation of the financial statements, statement of performance and the judgments made in them.

 — End-of-year performance information provided by IANZ under section 19A of the Public Finance Act.

 — Establishing and maintaining a system of internal controls, designed to provide reasonable assurance as to 
the integrity and reliability of financial reporting.

In the opinion of the Council and management of IANZ, the financial statements and statement of performance 
fairly reflect the financial position and operations of the Council for the year ended 30 June 2019.
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9. Audit Report 
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10. Statement of Accounting Policies

10.1  Reporting entity

The Accreditation Council (Council) has designated 
itself as a public benefit entity (PBE) for financial 
reporting purposes. The Council trades under the 
name International Accreditation New Zealand 
(IANZ), and 100% owns its Crown Entity subsidiaries, 
Telarc Limited (Telarc) and Telarc Holdings Limited, 
a non-trading entity, which performs its certification 
function. IANZ is disclosed as the Parent in the financial 
statements with Telarc included in the consolidated 
figures. 

The financial statements for the Accreditation Council 
are for the year ended 30 June 2019 and were 
approved by the Council on 25th September 2019.

10.2 Basis of preparation

The financial statements have been prepared on a 
going concern basis, and the accounting policies have 
been applied consistently throughout the period.

10.3 Statement of compliance

The financial statements of the Accreditation Council 
have been prepared in accordance with the Crown 
Entities Act 2004, which include the requirements to 
comply with generally accepted accounting practice 
in New Zealand (NZ GAAP).

The financial statements have been prepared in 
accordance with Tier 2 PBE accounting standards 
because expenses are > $2m and ≤ $30m and the 
Council is not publicly accountable.

These financial statements comply with PBE 
Accounting Standards.

10.4 Presentation currency and 
rounding

The financial statements are presented in New 
Zealand dollars and all values are in dollars ($’s).

10.5  Basis of consolidation – 
purchase method

The consolidated financial statements include the 
parent Council and its subsidiary. The subsidiary is 
accounted for using the purchase method, which 
involves adding together corresponding assets, 
liabilities, revenues and expenses on a line-by-line 
basis.

All significant inter-entity transactions are eliminated 
on consolidation.

10.6  Budget figures

Budget figures (those approved by the Council at 
the start of the financial year) have been prepared 
in accordance with generally accepted accounting 
practice, consistent with the accounting policies 
adopted by the Council for the preparation of the 
financial statements.

10.7  Goods and services tax

All items in the financial statements are exclusive of 
GST, with the exception of receivables and payables, 
which are stated with GST included. Where GST is not 
recoverable as an input tax, it is recognised as part of 
the related asset or expense.

10.8 Taxation

Income tax expense includes components relating to 
current tax and deferred tax.

Current tax is the amount of income tax payable 
based on the taxable profit for the current year, and 
any adjustments to income tax payable in respect of 
prior years. 

Deferred tax is the amount of income tax payable or 
recoverable in future periods in respect of temporary 
differences and unused tax losses. Temporary 
differences are differences between the carrying 
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amount of assets and liabilities in the financial 
statements and the corresponding tax bases used in 
the computation of taxable profit. 

Deferred tax liabilities are generally recognised for all 
taxable temporary differences. Deferred tax assets 
are recognised to the extent that it is probable that 
taxable profits will be available against which the 
deductible temporary differences or tax losses can 
be utilised. 

Deferred tax is not recognised if the temporary 
difference arises from the initial recognition of 
goodwill or from the initial recognition of an asset or 
liability in a transaction that affects neither accounting 
profit nor taxable profit.

Current tax and deferred tax are measured using 
tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or 
substantively enacted at balance date.

Current and deferred tax is recognised against the 
profit or loss for the period, except to the extent that 
it relates to items recognised in other comprehensive 
income or directly in equity.

10.9  Goodwill

Goodwill represents the difference between the 
consideration paid and the identifiable assets 
acquired. A policy is in place whereby goodwill is 
assessed annually for impairment.

10.10  Telarc Holdings Limited

Telarc Holdings Limited, a 100% owned subsidiary 
company of Telarc Limited was formed during the 
year. This company is a holding company, classified 
as a non-trading entity and was formed to own 
trademarks previously owned by Telarc Limited.

10.11 Leases

In leases where the lessor effectively retains 
substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership, 
leased items are classified as operating leases. 
Payments under such leases are recognised as 
expenses in the periods in which incurred.

10.12 Financial instruments

The Council and group are party to financial 
instruments as part of normal operations, including 
bank accounts, short-term deposits, debtors and 
creditors. All financial instruments are recognised in 
the statement of financial position, with all associated 
revenues and expenses included in the statement of 
comprehensive income.

Apart from items covered by a separate accounting 
policy, all financial instruments are shown at their 
estimated fair value.

10.13 Changes in accounting 
policies

No changes to accounting policies have been made 

during the financial year.

10.14 Critical accounting estimates 
and assumptions

In preparing these financial statements, the Council 
has made estimates and assumptions for the future, 
which may differ from subsequent actual results. 
Such estimates are continually evaluated, based on 
historical experience and reasonable expectations. 
Estimates and assumptions with a significant risk 
of causing a material adjustment to the carrying 
amounts of assets and liabilities within the next 
financial year are discussed below.

Property, plant and equipment – useful lives and 
residual values:

At each balance date, the Council reviews the useful 
lives and residual values of its property, plant and 
equipment. Such assessments require consideration 
of a number of factors, such as the physical 
condition and expected period of use of the asset 
by the Council, as well as expected proceeds from 
its future sale. An incorrect estimate will impact on 
the depreciable amount of an asset, impacting in 
turn on the depreciation expense in the statement of 
comprehensive income and carrying amount of the 
asset in the statement of financial position.
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The Council minimises such risk by:

 — physical inspection of assets;

 — asset replacement programmes;

 — review of second-hand market prices for similar 
assets; and

 — analysis of prior asset sales.

The Council has not made significant changes to past 
assumptions concerning useful lives and residual values. 
The carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment 
are disclosed in Note 6.

The Council assesses goodwill for impairment at the end 
of each reporting period and, if required, recognises an 
impairment loss at that date in accordance with PBE 
IPSAS 26 (Impairment of cash-generating assets). VNZ 
has been fully integrated into Telarc’s business and for 
the purposes of impairment testing, has been applied 
the lowest CGU (cash generating unit) within the Group. 
Further, the Council purchased the remaining 25% 
shareholding of Telarc Limited during the year and the 
goodwill generated on the purchase has been allocated 
to the lowest CGU within the Group for impairment 
testing purposes. The fair value of Telarc is greater than 
the value of its net assets including goodwill. The holding 
value of Telarc in IANZ’s balance sheet and the goodwill 
in the consolidated balance sheet is not impaired.
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11. Annual Financial Statements

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

 
NOTES

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

REVENUE

Funding from clients 17,741,838 17,744,465 17,345,563 8,777,779 8,832,303 8,373,723

Other revenue  111,605 94,331 85,390 626,927 70,000 758,190

Total revenue 2 17,853,443 17,838,796 17,430,954 9,404,706 8,902,303 9,131,913

EXPENDITURE

Personnel costs 3 9,940,212 9,888,813 9,137,677 5,357,330 5,699,766 5,050,236

Depreciation and amortisation expense 6, 8 209,561 219,087 246,894 91,684 - 136,896

Finance costs 18 - 7,740 7,256 - - -

Other expenses 1 6,574,397 6,133,624 6,541,880 3,217,417 3,018,690 3,049,043

Total expenditure 2 16,724,170 16,249,263 15,933,706 8,666,431 8,718,456 8,236,175

SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) BEFORE TAX 1,129,273 1,589,533 1,497,248 738,275 183,847 895,738

INCOME TAX EXPENSE 19 239,126 393,592 - - - -

SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) AFTER TAX 890,147 1,195,941 1,497,248 738,275 183,847 895,738

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE 
AND EXPENSE  890,147 1,195,941 1,497,248 738,275 183,847 895,738

Attributable to:

Owners of the parent 890,147 1,195,941 1,497,248 738,275 183,847 895,738

890,147 1,195,941 1,497,248 738,275 183,847 895,738

Explanations of major variances against budget are provided in Note 13. The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

 
NOTES

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Balance at 1 July 9,103,134 8,783,964 8,653,281 5,809,444 3,784,612 4,913,706

Total comprehensive revenue and 
expense for the year 890,147 1,195,941 1,497,248 738,275 183,847 895,738

Less 25% Acquisition of Telarc Ltd - - (1,047,395) - - -

Balance at 30 June 17 9,993,281 9,979,905 9,103,134 6,547,719 3,968,459 5,809,444

Equity attributable to owners 
of the parent

 
17 9,993,281 9,979,905 9,103,134 6,547,719 3,968,459 5,809,444

Brought forward - - 1,047,395 - - -

Less 25% Acquisition of Telarc Ltd - - (1,047,395) - - -

Non-controlling interest 17 - - - - - -

Total equity 17 9,993,281 9,979,905 9,103,134 6,547,719 3,968,459 5,809,444

Explanations of major variances against budget are provided in Note 13. The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

Statement of Comprehensive Revenue and Expense

For the year ended 30 June 2019

Statement of Changes in Equity

For the year ended 30 June 2019
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CONSOLIDATED PARENT

 
NOTES

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Equity 

Equity attributable to owners  
of the parent

Opening Balance 9,103,134 8,783,964 7,605,886 5,809,444 3,784,612 4,913,706

Surplus/ (deficit) for the year 890,147 1,195,941 1,497,248 738,275 183,847 895,738

Accumulated surplus/ (deficit) 17 9,993,281 9,979,905 9,103,134 6,547,719 3,968,459 5,809,444

Non-controlling interest

Opening Balance - - 1,047,395 - - -

Less 25% Acquisition of Telarc Ltd - - (1,047,395) - - -

Accumulated surplus/ (deficit) 17 - - - - - -

Total equity 17 9,993,281 9,979,905 9,103,134 6,547,719 3,968,459 5,809,444

Represented by:
ASSETS

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 15 5,788,157 2,879,331 4,935,866 3,657,056 2,735,739 2,815,918

Investment 5 - 3,000,000 - - - -

Trade and other receivables 4 3,555,823 3,328,885 3,460,714 2,400,093 1,525,155 2,462,694

Other assets: prepayments  326,175 215,000 220,845 226,653 194,068 144,987

Total current assets  9,670,155 9,423,216 8,617,425 6,283,802 4,454,962 5,423,599

Non current assets

Investments 5 350,000 - - 2,320,000 2,320,000 2,320,000

Property, plant and equipment 6 326,914 293,397 237,497 177,676 186,239 135,464

Goodwill 7 3,322,606 3,322,607 3,322,606 - - -

Deferred Tax 19 97,805 - - - - -

Intangible assets 8 257,085 417,991 259,976 53,981 108,445 62,307

Total non current assets  4,354,410 4,033,995 3,820,079 2,551,657 2,614,684 2,517,771

Total assets 14,024,565 13,457,211 12,437,504 8,835,459 7,069,646 7,941,370

LIABILITIES

Current liabilities

Trade and other payables 9 2,910,708 2,446,630 2,600,694 1,836,405 2,782,056 1,668,192

Provision for Taxation 19 336,931 393,592 - - - -

Provision for employee entitlements 10 783,645 637,084 733,676 451,335 319,131 463,734

Total current liabilities 4,031,284 3,477,306 3,334,370 2,287,740 3,101,187 2,131,926

Non current liabilities

Borrowings 11 - - - - - -

Total non current liabilities - - - - - -

Total liabilities 4,031,284 3,477,306 3,334,370 2,287,740 3,101,187 2,131,926

NET ASSETS 9,993,281 9,979,905 9,103,134 6,547,719 3,968,459 5,809,444

Explanations of major variances against budget are provided in Note 13. The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

Statement of Financial Position

As at 30 June 2019
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CONSOLIDATED PARENT

 
Notes

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

CASH FLOWS FROM 
OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Cash was provided from:

Revenues from services provided 17,805,464 17,218,199 17,246,893 8,755,095 8,190,746 8,511,852

Interest received 78,335 87,507 69,253 51,047 70,000 46,600

Dividends received - - - 700,000 474,927 450,000

17,883,799 17,305,706 17,316,146 9,506,142 8,735,673 9,008,452

Cash was applied to:

Payments to employees 9,931,975 8,774,981 9,021,330 5,376,047 5,134,705 5,016,662

Payments to suppliers 6,500,831 7,891,719 6,855,645 3,201,352 3,553,471 3,304,021

Payment of income tax - - - - - -

Interest paid - - 7,295 - - -

Net goods and services tax (51,389) (41,764) 21,769 (39,733) (45,326) 5,028

16,381,417 16,624,936 15,906,039 8,537,666 8,642,850 8,325,711

Net Cash Flows From Operating Activities  1,502,382 680,770 1,410,107 968,476 92,823 682,741

CASH FLOWS FROM 
INVESTING ACTIVITIES

Cash was provided from:

Proceeds from sale of property, 
plant & equipment - - 33,913 - 11,999 15,652

(Acquisition)/Proceeds of investment - - - - - -

- - 33,913 - 11,999 15,652

Cash was applied to:

Purchase of property, plant & equipment 181,641 204,065 145,895 96,243 95,000 82,604

Purchase of intangible assets  
(computer software) 118,450 342,500 103,895 31,095 90,000 13,530

Term Deposits 350,000 - - - - -

Acquisition of equity investment - - 1,870,000 - - 1,870,000

650,091 546,565 2,119,790 127,338 185,000 1,966,134

Net Cash Flows From Investing Activities (650,091) (546,565) (2,085,877) (127,338) (173,001) (1,950,482)

CASH FLOWS FROM 
FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Dividend to non-controlling interest - - (150,000) - - -

Repayment of loan - - (400,000) - - -

Net Cash Flows From Financing Activities - - (550,000) - - -

Net increase (decrease) in cash held 852,291 134,205 (1,225,770) 841,138 (80,178) (1,267,741)

Cash and cash equivalents at 
beginning of the year 4,935,866 2,745,126 6,161,636 2,815,918 2,815,918 4,083,659

Cash and Cash Equivalents at 
the End of the Year

 
15 5,788,157 2,879,331 4,935,866 3,657,056 2,735,739 2,815,918

Explanations of major variances against budget are provided in Note 13. The accompanying accounting policies and notes form an integral part of 
these financial statements.

Accreditation Council Statement of Cash Flows

For the year ended 30 June 2019
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12. Notes to the 
Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

ACCREDITATION COUNCIL
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

For the year ended 30 June 2019
CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

NOTE 1: OTHER EXPENSES

The net surplus (deficit) is after charging for:

Fees to Audit New Zealand for audit  
of financial statement 85,362 105,285 68,599 46,648 71,697 36,610

Marketing Costs 182,595 236,955 199,849 95,974 115,265 83,556

Staff expenses 260,742 272,929 292,418 120,329 134,539 138,479

International Expenses 362,684 408,255 241,128 201,006 329,001 127,303

Communication 168,126 178,223 167,626 82,858 80,479 83,717

Accommodation 709,289 804,079 717,532 489,088 575,899 515,221

Information Technology 268,097 292,717 248,800 136,635 157,497 126,617

Office Expenses 182,827 151,694 142,209 106,859 89,179 78,604

Assessment Expenses 3,231,713 3,080,320 3,474,180 1,630,939 1,418,983 1,610,401

Other Expenses 1,122,962 603,167 989,539 307,081 46,151 248,535

Total Other Expenses 6,574,397 6,133,624 6,541,880 3,217,417 3,018,690 3,049,043

Operating leases as lessee

The future aggregate minimum lease payments to be made under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

No later than one year 552,281 497,078 391,957 384,271

Later than one year but not later than five years 554,995 768,542 399,796 768,542

Later than five years  -  -  -  - 

Total non-cancellable operating leases 1,107,276 1,265,620 791,753 1,152,813

The Accreditation Council of New Zealand leases one Auckland office property. The lease was renewed in April 2015 for a further term of six 
years.

Telarc Limited leased three office properties. The Auckland lease was renewed in June 2019 for a term of two years. The Tauranga Lease was 
renewed in November 2018 for a further term of one year expiring November 2019 with the right of renewal for one year. Wellington lease 
was signed in July 2018 for a term of three years expiring July 2021.

No restrictions are placed on the Accreditation Council or Telarc Limited by any of their existing agreements.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

NOTE 2: REVENUE
Accounting Policy

The Council’s revenue is regarded as exchange transactions and derived through the provision of outputs to the Crown, services to third 
parties and income from its investments. Such revenue is recognised when earned and reported in the relevant financial period.

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

NET REVENUE/(COST)  
ANALYSIS

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

ACCREDITATION SERVICES

Revenue 7,570,943 7,536,244 7,251,625 7,570,943 7,536,244 7,251,625

Less Cost (7,522,063) (7,648,760) (7,193,055) (7,522,063) (7,648,760) (7,193,056)

Net Surplus/(Deficit) 48,880 (112,516) 58,570 48,880 (112,516) 58,570

CERTIFICATION SERVICES

Revenue 8,722,509 8,599,384 8,682,841 - - -

Less Cost (7,901,148) (7,352,961) (7,510,785) - - -

Net Surplus/(Deficit) 821,361 1,246,423 1,172,056 - - -

TRAINING AND OTHER SERVICES

Revenue 900,659 1,080,033 890,772 659,108 767,256 601,773

Less Cost (869,261) (869,539) (874,271) (712,671) (691,695) (687,526)

Net Surplus /(Deficit) 31,398 210,494 16,502 (53,564) 75,561 (85,753)

INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION SERVICES

Revenue 547,728 528,803 520,325 547,728 528,803 520,325

Less Cost (431,698) (378,000) (355,594) (431,699) (378,000) (355,593)

Net Surplus/(Deficit) 116,030 150,803 164,731 116,030 150,803 164,731

OTHER REVENUE

Interest 115,607 87,507 77,663 78,695 70,000 54,835

Net gain on sale of property, plant, and 
equipment1 (4,003) 6,824 7,728 (1,768) - 3,355

Dividend - - - 550,000 - 700,000

Total 111,604 94,331 85,390 626,926 70,000 758,190

TOTAL REVENUE

Total Revenue 17,853,443 17,838,796 17,430,954 9,404,706 8,902,303 9,131,913

Less Total Cost (16,724,170) (16,249,263) (15,933,706) (8,666,431) (8,718,456) (8,236,175)

TOTAL SURPLUS/ (DEFICIT) BEFORE TAX 1,129,273 1,589,533 1,497,248 738,275 183,847 895,738

Telarc Limited paid the Parent $483,292 as a management services charge (2018,$529,000), which has been off-set against cost of service in

the Parent accounts.

¹ During the year, property, plant and equipment was disposed and subsequently replaced. Gains (losses) were realised upon the disposals.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

NOTE 3: PERSONNEL COSTS EXCLUDING COUNCIL AND DIRECTORS’ FEES
Accounting Policy

Defined contribution schemes

Employer contributions to KiwiSaver are accounted for as defined contribution, superannuation schemes and are expensed in the surplus or 
deficit as incurred.

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Salaries and wages 9,651,973 9,691,925 8,853,540 5,246,939 5,601,932 4,909,568

Defined contribution plan employer contribution 238,269 196,888 216,642 122,790 97,834 114,949

Increase/ (decrease) in employee entitlements 49,970 - 67,495 (12,399) - 25,719

Total personnel costs 9,940,212 9,888,813 9,137,677 5,357,330 5,699,766 5,050,236

Personnel costs have increased on prior year mainly due to staff movement, employment of additional staff and salary increases.

Employee Remuneration

During the year the number of group employees (other than Council members and Directors) receiving remuneration and other benefits in 
excess of $100,000 were:

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

Remuneration
2019 

ACTUAL 
2018 

ACTUAL 

$320,000 - $330,000 - -

$310,000 - $320,000 - -

$300,000 - $310,000 - -

$290,000 - $300,000 1 1

$280,000 - $290,000 - -

$270,000 - $280,000 - -

$260,000 - $270,000 - -

$250,000 - $260,000 1 1

$240,000 - $250,000 - -

$230,000 - $240,000 - -

$220,000 - $230,000 - -

$210,000 - $220,000 - -

$200,000 - $210,000 1 -

$190,000 - $200,000 - 1

$180,000 - $190,000 - -

$170,000 - $180,000 2 -

$160,000 - $170,000 - 1

$150,000 - $160,000 - -

$140,000 - $150,000 2 1

$130,000 - $140,000 6 4

$120,000 - $130,000 3 6

$110,000 - $120,000 17 11

$100,000 - $110,000 19 13

During the year ended 30 June 2019, one employee received compensation and 
other benefits of $10,000 in relation to cessation (2018, Nil).
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

NOTE 3:  PERSONNEL COSTS (CONTINUED)
Council and Board member remuneration

The total value of remuneration paid or payable to each Council and Board member during the 
year was: 

Council members 2019 2018

Paul Connell, Chair - Accreditation Council 33,600 33,600

Lindsey Lawton, Chair - Audit and Risk Committee  
(Until 30 June 2018) 1,555 18,656

John Boshier 16,960 16,960

Carolyn Harkess 16,960 16,960

Dr Graeme Benny 16,960 16,960

Peter Steel 16,960 16,960

Richard Collin, Chair - Audit and Risk Committee  
(from 1 July 2018) 16,960 16,960

Marion Cowden (from 26 November 2018) 9,893 -

Total council fees 129,848 137,056

Telarc Limited Directors 2019 2018

David Bone, Chairman 28,000 28,000

Paul Connell 14,000 14,000

Vikki Branagan 14,000 14,000

Total directors fees 56,000 56,000

TOTAL COUNCIL AND DIRECTORS FEES 185,848 193,056

The Council has effected Professional Indemnity and Directors & Officers Liability insurance 
cover for directors and employees.

No Board members received compensation or other benefits in relation to cessation (2018 $nil).
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

NOTE 4: TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
Accounting Policy

Trade, WIP and other receivables are stated at their expected realisable value after providing for impairment, 
doubtful and uncollectable debts. WIP represents work performed for which clients have not been invoiced 
and is stated at expected realisable value.

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Trade receivables 2,672,045 3,115,146 1,387,023 1,531,987

Less: provision for impairment (10,423) (61,619) (4,619) (7,210)

Net trade receivables 2,661,622 3,053,528 1,382,404 1,524,777

Other receivables

 Work in progress 894,201 407,187 467,689 237,917

 Dividends received - - 550,000 700,000

TOTAL TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES 3,555,823 3,460,714 2,400,093 2,462,694

Total receivables comprises the sale of services (exchange transactions).

NOTE 5: INVESTMENTS
Accounting Policy

Short-term deposits are stated at the lower of cost and net realisable value, with any decreases recognised in the statement of 
comprehensive income. Such deposits are classified as maturing less than 365 days from inception. The Investment in subsidiary is carried at 
the lower of cost or fair value. The investment is impaired if there is a significant or prolonged decline in the fair value of the investment below 
its cost.

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

CURRENT PORTION

Term deposits - 3,000,000 - - - -

Total current portion - 3,000,000 - - - -

NON-CURRENT PORTION

Equity investments 350,000 - - 2,320,000 2,320,000 2,320,000

Total non-current portion 350,000 - - 2,320,000 2,320,000 2,320,000

TOTAL INVESTMENTS 350,000 3,000,000 - 2,320,000 2,320,000 2,320,000

There is no impairment provision for investments.

Equity Investments are measured at cost. The Council owns 100% (2018: 100%) of the share capital of Telarc Limited. The share capital 
investment of Telarc Limited is 600,000 Ordinary Shares.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

NOTE 6: PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Accounting Policy

All are recorded at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and impaired losses.

Additions
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset only when it is probable that future economic benefits or 
service potential associated with the item will flow to the Council and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. Work in progress is 
measured at cost less impairment and is not depreciated.

Disposals

Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying amount of the asset. Gains and losses on 
disposals are reported net in the surplus or deficit.

Subsequent Costs

The costs of day to day servicing of property, plant and equipment are recognised in the surplus or deficit as they are incurred.

Depreciation
Property, plant and equipment are depreciated at rates that will write off the cost on a straight-line basis of the assets to the estimated 
residual value over their useful life. The useful lives and associated depreciation rates of major classes of assets used in the preparation of these 
statements are reviewed annually as follows:

Computer hardware 3-5 years 20%-33% straight line

Leasehold improvements 6 years (max) 16.67% straight line

Office furniture and equipment 5-10 years 10%-20% straight line

Motor vehicles 5 years 20% straight line

Parent 
Movements for each class of property, plant and equipment are as follows:

Cost

Leasehold 
Improvements 

$

Furniture 
and Office 
Equipment 

$

Computer 
Hardware 

$

Motor 
Vehicles 

$
Total 

$

Balance as at 1 July 2017 445,503 373,460 203,554 105,675 1,128,192

Additions 13,895 14,413 23,679 30,617 82,604

Disposals - - - (29,514) (29,514)

Balance at 30 June 2018 459,398 387,873 227,232 106,778 1,181,282

Balance as at 1 July 2018 459,398 387,873 227,232 106,778 1,181,282

Additions - - 96,243 a - 96,243

Disposals - (159,495) (63,107) - (222,602)

Balance at 30 June 2019 459,398 228,378 260,367 106,778 1,054,922

Accumulated Depreciation

Balance as at 1 July 2017 440,493 341,804 148,047 56,255 986,599

Depreciation expense 6,039 11,990 43,795 14,611 76,435

Eliminate on disposal - - - (17,216) (17,216)

Balance at 30 June 2018 446,532 353,794 191,842 53,649 1,045,818

Balance as at 1 July 2018 446,532 353,794 191,842 53,649 1,045,818

Depreciation expense 1,167 5,024 31,332 14,739 52,263

Eliminate on disposal - (157,727) (63,107) - (220,834)

Balance at 30 June 2019 447,699 201,091 160,068 68,388 877,247

Carrying Amounts

At 30 June 2018 12,866 34,079 35,390 53,129 135,464

At 30 June 2019 11,699 27,287 100,299 38,390 177,676

a Includes WIP of $70,707 on Laptop refresh programme to be rolled out into FY2020
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

NOTE 6: PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED)
Consolidated
Movements for each class of property, plant and equipment are as follows:

Cost

Leasehold 
Improvements 

$

Furniture 
and Office 
Equipment 

$

Computer 
Hardware 

$

Motor 
Vehicles 

$
Total 

$

Balance as at 1 July 2017 486,591 540,627 304,143 139,005 1,470,366

Additions 13,895 30,514 31,128 70,358 145,895

Disposals - - - (62,844) (62,844)

Balance at 30 June 2018 500,486 571,141 335,271 146,519 1,553,417

Balance as at 1 July 2018 500,486 571,141 335,271 146,519 1,553,417

Additions - 10,955 170,685 a - 181,640

Disposals (5,438) (255,466) (77,547) - (338,451)

Balance at 30 June 2019 495,048 326,630 428,409 146,519 1,396,606

Accumulated depreciation

Balance as at 1 July 2017 475,245 485,563 202,134 74,029 1,236,971

Depreciation expense 6,546 15,711 71,112 22,238 115,607

Eliminate on disposal - - - (36,659) (36,659)

Balance at 30 June 2018 481,791 501,274 273,246 59,608 1,315,919

Balance as at 1 July 2018 481,791 501,274 273,246 59,608 1,315,919

Depreciation expense 1,674 10,334 53,525 22,687 88,220

Eliminate on disposal (5,438) (251,463) (77,547) - (334,448)

Balance at 30 June 2019 478,027 260,145 249,224 82,295 1,069,691

Carrying amounts

At 30 June 2018 18,695 69,867 62,026 86,909 237,497

At 30 June 2019 17,020 66,485 179,186 64,222 326,914

a Includes WIP of $127,394 on Laptop refresh Programme to be rolled out into FY2020
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

NOTE 7: GOODWILL
Goodwill of $2,500,000 on the acquisition of Verification New Zealand (VNZ) is recognised as an asset 
and is separately identified within Telarc Limited (subsidiary company). Further Goodwill of $822,606 
was generated during 2018 when the Parent acquired the remaining 25% shareholding of Telarc Limited 
(subsidiary company) from SAI Global. This is separately identified within the Parent. Goodwill is not 
amortised, but tested for impairment annually and whenever there is an indication that goodwill may be 
impaired. Any impairment is recognised immediately in the Consolidated Statement of Comprehensive 
revenue and expense and is not subsequently reversed.

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Gross carrying amount

Opening balance 2,500,000 2,500,000  - -

Acquired through business combination 822,606 822,606 - -

Closing balance 3,322,606 3,322,606 - -

Accumulated impairment

Opening balance - - - -

Impairment loss for the year - - - -

Closing balance - - - -

Goodwill carrying amount 3,322,606 3,322,606 - -

Impairment Testing for the Group
For the purposes of impairment testing, goodwill is allocated to Telarc, the Group's lowest level CGU (cash 
generating unit), which represents the lowest level within the Group at which the goodwill is monitored for 
internal management purposes.

Recoverable Value
The recoverable value was based on a Value In Use (VIU) calculation using the Discounted Cash Flow 
(DCF) methodology. The recoverable value was in excess of the carrying value of the CGU and therefore no 
impairment has been recognised (2018:Nil). The following model shows movements in free cash flow which 
still produce an NPV equal to the enterprise value. This is as follows:

 — cash flows were projected for five years reflecting earnings increasing per the F2020 Business Plan 
from F2020 to F2022 and then 2% growth thereafter.

 — cash flows were projected for five years assuming the budgeted cash flow for F2020 and a 3% 
decline thereafter.

 — cash flows were projected for five years assuming a 3% free cash flow growth from F2020.

 — cash flows were projected for five years assuming a flat, free cash flow from F2020

Assumptions

 — a weighted average cost of capital of 8.49% (assuming a risk free rate of 1.49%; market risk premium 
rate of 7%; a beta rate of 1 and cost of debt rate of 4%) per annum, based on Telarc's tax status as at 
F2019, has been applied to the cash flows.
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

NOTE 8: INTANGIBLE ASSETS 
Parent Accounting Policy
Computer software is recorded at historical cost.

Client lists purchased are recorded at historical cost.

Programme and course development costs:

Costs directly associated with the development of accreditation programmes and training courses are recognised 
as an intangible asset, to the extent that such costs are expected to be recovered. Development costs primarily 
consist of employee costs and, if directly attributable to the design of programmes and courses, are classified as an 
intangible asset if the following can all be demonstrated:

It is technically feasible to complete the course or programme for future use;

 — Management intends to complete the course or programme;

 — The course or programme is able to be used;

 — Adequate technical, financial and other resources are available to complete development and to use the 
course or programme; and

 — Expenditure attributable during development can be reliably measured.

Any cost failing to meet the above criteria is classified as an expense incurred in the surplus or deficit. Once 
recognised as an expense, development costs cannot be subsequently classified as an asset

Amortisation
Computer software and capitalised course and programme development costs are amortised at rates that will write 
off the cost on a straight-line basis to the estimated residual value over their useful life. The useful lives and associated 
amortisation rates used in preparation of these statements are reviewed annually as follows:

Computer software: 3-5 years 20%-33% straight line

Capitalised course and programme development costs: 3-5 years 20%-33% straight line
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Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

Cost

Product 
Development  

$

Acquired 
Computer 

Software $

Acquired 
Client Lists  

$
Total  

$

Product 
Development  

$ 

Acquired 
Computer 
Software  

$

Acquired 
client 
Lists 

$
Total 

$

Balance as at  
1 July 2017 55,154 2,094,535 369,435 2,519,124 55,154 1,051,792 - 1,106,946

Additions - 103,895 - 103,895 - 13,530 - 13,530

Disposals - - - - - - - -

Reclassification (17,325) 17,325 - - (17,325) 17,325 - -

Balance at  
30 June 2018 37,829 2,215,755 369,435 2,623,019 37,829 1,082,647 - 1,120,476

Balance as at  
1 July 2018 37,829 2,215,755 369,435 2,623,019 37,829 1,082,647 - 1,120,476

Additions - 118,450 a - 118,450 - 31,095 - 31,095

Disposals - (1,831,393) - (1,831,393) - (999,490) - (999,490)

Reclassification - - - - - - - -

Balance at  
30 June 2019 37,829 502,812 369,435 910,076 37,829 114,252 - 152,081

Amortisation -

Balance as at  
1 July 2017 28,707 1,833,614 369,435 2,231,756 28,707 969,001 - 997,708

Amortisation 
expense 3,096 128,191 - 131,287 3,096 57,366 - 60,461

Eliminate  
on disposal - - - - - - - -

Balance at  
30 June 2018 31,803 1,961,805 369,435 2,363,043 31,803 1,026,367 - 1,058,169

Balance as at  
1 July 2018 31,803 1,961,805 369,435 2,363,043 31,803 1,026,367 - 1,058,169

Amortisation 
expense 3,096 118,245 - 121,341 3,096 36,326 - 39,421

Eliminate on 
disposal - (1,831,393) - (1,831,393) - (999,490) - (999,490)

Balance at  
30 June 2019 34,899 248,658 369,435 652,991 34,899 63,203 - 98,100

Carrying 
amounts -

At 30 June 
2018 6,026 253,950 - 259,976 6,026 56,280 - 62,307

At 30 June 
2019 2,930 254,154 - 257,085 2,930 51,049 - 53,981

a – Includes WIP on Stay in Front $34,485.

There are no Capital commitments for the acquisition of intangible assets (2018 $56,000).

NOTE 8: INTANGIBLE ASSETS (CONTINUED)
Client lists purchased are amortised over their expected useful lives.

While work is still in progress with regard to certain capitalised course and programme development costs, the useful life of completed 
projects will be established at project completion.

Movements for each class of intangible asset are as follows:
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NOTE 9: PAYABLES

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019  
BUDGET $

2018  
ACTUAL $

2019  
ACTUAL $

2019  
BUDGET $

2018  
ACTUAL $

PAYABLES UNDER EXCHANGE 
TRANSACTIONS

Trade payables 554,449 1,119,212 269,682 414,321 1,915,056 172,316

Other payables - - - - - -

Accrued expenses 533,118 - 572,526 200,253 - 331,528

Revenue in advance 1,408,669 1,327,418 1,314,265 998,860 867,000 921,297

Total payables under exchange transactions 2,496,236 2,446,630 2,156,472 1,613,434 2,782,056 1,425,141

PAYABLES UNDER NON-EXCHANGE 
TRANSACTIONS

Taxes payable (GST, PAYE, FBT) 414,472 - 444,222 222,971 - 243,051

Total payables under non-exchange transactions 414,472 - 444,222 222,971 - 243,051

Total Payables 2,910,708 2,446,630 2,600,694 1,836,405 2,782,056 1,668,192

Trade creditors and other payables are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on 30-day terms. Therefore, the carrying 
value of trade creditors and other payables approximates their fair value.

NOTE 10: EMPLOYEE ENTITLEMENTS
Accounting Policy

Provision is made for the group's liability for annual leave and retirement leave, calculated on an actual entitlement basis at current rates of pay.

Employees who have completed 20 years of continuous service may be granted once-only, long-service leave of four weeks. Provision has 
been made for any future liability, calculated on an actuarial basis.

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Annual leave 693,905 601,034 681,170 403,904 283,081 424,117

Long service leave 52,288 36,050 52,506 47,431 36,050 39,617

Retirement leave 37,452 - - - - -

Total 783,645 637,084 733,676 451,335 319,131 463,734

The present value of long service leave obligations depend on a number of factors that are determined on an actuarial basis. Two key 
assumptions used in calculating this liability include the discount rate and the salary inflation factor. Any changes in these assumptions will 
affect the carrying amount of the liability. 

Expected future payments are discounted using forward discount rates derived from the Treasury. The discount rates used have maturities 
that match, as closely as possible, the estimated future cash flows. The salary inflation factor has been determined after considering historical 
salary inflation patterns and utilising actuarial rates as advised by the Treasury. Discount rates for year 1: 1.26% ; year 2: 1.03% and year 3 : 
2.23% (2018 year 1: 1.78% ; year 2: 1.9% ; year 3: 3.55%) and an inflation factor of 2.92% (2018 3.1%) were used.

If the discount rate were to differ by 1% from that used, with all other factors held constant, the carrying amount of the long service leave 
liability would be an estimated $1,522 higher/lower.

If the salary inflation figure were to differ by 1% from that used, with all other factors held constant, the carrying amount of the long service 
leave liability would be an estimated $1,785 higher/lower.

The non-current portion of long service leave is not considered significant to be disclosed separately.
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NOTE 11: BORROWINGS
Accounting Policy

Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the financial year to which the charge relates.

Secured loan 
The Accreditation Council and its subsidiary, (Telarc Limited) did not have any secured loans as at 30 June 2019.
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NOTE 12: RELATED PARTY INFORMATION
The Accreditation Council is an Autonomous Crown Entity. All related party transactions have been entered into on an arm's-length basis.

Telarc Limited

The Council owns 100% of the share capital of Telarc Limited.

The share capital investment of Telarc Limited is 600,000 Ordinary Shares.

The principal activity of Telarc Limited is the business of providing management system assessments and recognition services.

Telarc Limited balance date: 30 June.

Telarc Limited owns 100% of the share capital of Telarc Holdings Limited, a non trading holding company.

Accreditation Council and Telarc Limited
During the year, the total transactions charged by the Accreditation Council of New Zealand to Telarc Limited were $968,424, $483,292 
being management services charge with the balance for goods and services. Transactions charged to the Council were $59,619 (2018 
transactions charged by the Council were $874,085, $529,000 being overhead contribution fees with the balance for goods and services, 
and transactions charged to the Council for goods and services were $77,194). All transactions were undertaken on total arms-length 
basis. There are no other material related party transactions.

At year end Telarc Limited owed the Council:

Current account advances Nil (2018 Nil)

Payables 70,066 (2018 79,414)

Dividends 550,000 (2018 700,000)

At year end Council owed Telarc Limited:

Current account advances Nil (2018 Nil)

Payables 27,588 (2018 42,565)

Key Management Personnel Compensation

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Council and board members

Remuneration 185,848 193,056 129,848 137,056

Full time equivalent members 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.4

Leadership team

Salaries and other short-term employee benefits 4,152,918 3,397,188 2,895,672 2,581,645

Other long-term benefits 31,055 22,298 26,198 22,298

Termination benefits 37,452 - - -

Total remuneration 4,221,425 3,419,486 2,921,870 2,603,943

Full time equivalent members 27.6 22.0 19.17 17.0

Total key management personnel remuneration 4,407,273 3,612,542 3,051,718 2,740,999

Total full time equivalent personnel 28.2 22.7 19.6 17.4

The full time equivalent for Council and Board members has been based on the frequency and length of Council 
and Board meetings and the estimated time for the Council and Board members to prepare for meetings.
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NOTE 13: MAJOR BUDGET VARIATIONS
Commentary is provided for variance to budget greater than $500k or 5%, or where relevant.

Statement of comprehensive revenue and expense:
IANZ’s (Parent) surplus of $188k (before dividend) for the year end was slightly up on budget by $4k and below prior year by $8k. This was 
despite revenue being lower than budget by $54k. The improved performance was primarily due to Accreditation Services margin exceeding 
budget by $162k. 

The NZQC (Quality College) did not meet its budgeted surplus by $130k due to budgeted overseas courses no longer running and increased 
tutor costs due to the loss of a key staff member during the year. 

Telarc's surplus of $940k before tax and dividend was behind budget by $465K despite total revenue exceeding budget by $62k. Total direct 
costs exceeded budget by $91K resulting in a shortfall in gross margin of $63k. Variances between portfolio's below attributed to this shortfall: 

 — Environment portfolio's margin performed above budget by 139% 

 — Quality portfolio's margin performed above budget by 3% 

 — Health & Safety portfolio's margin fell short by 30% against budget  

 — Food portfolio's margin fell short of budget by 4% 

 — Other portfolio's margin fell short by 54% against budget  

 — Integrated portfolio's margin performed above budget by 19%   

 — Net consolidated surplus was behind for the F2019 year due to decreased revenue and increased operational costs not budgeted in 
particular, professional services and staff costs. 

Statement of financial position variances:
Cash reserves exceeded budget by $3,259k due primarily to tight revenue collection and well managed operational spend at a group level. 

NOTE 14: POST BALANCE DATE EVENTS
There were no significant events after the balance date.

NOTE 15: CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Accounting Policy
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held on call, and investments with original maturities of twelve months or less.

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Cash on hand and at bank 2,247,485 2,618,460 904,288 1,277,551

Cash equivalents — short-term investments 3,540,672 2,317,406 2,752,768 1,538,367

Total cash and cash equivalents 5,788,157 4,935,866 3,657,056 2,815,918

NOTE 16: CONTINGENT LIABILITIES AS AT 30 JUNE 2019
As at balance date there are no known contingent liabilities. (2018 Nil).
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NOTE 17: EQUITY
Accounting Policy

Equity is measured as the difference between total assets and total liabilities. Equity comprises general funds only.

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2019 
BUDGET $

2018 
ACTUAL $

EQUITY ATTRIBUTABLE TO OWNERS OF THE 
PARENT

Accumulated surplus / (deficit)

Balance at 1 July 9,103,134 8,783,964 7,605,886 5,809,444 3,784,612 4,913,706

Surplus / (deficit) for the year 890,147 1,195,941 1,497,248 738,275 183,847 895,738

Balance at 30 June 9,993,281 9,264,905 9,103,134 6,547,719 3,968,459 5,809,444

NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS

Accumulated surplus / (deficit)

Balance at 1 July - - 1,047,395 - - -

Surplus / (deficit) for the year - - - - - -

Less 25% Acquisition of Telarc Ltd - - (1,047,395) - - -

Dividend declared - - - - - -

Balance at 30 June - - - - - -

TOTAL EQUITY 9,993,281 9,979,905 9,103,134 6,547,719 3,968,459 5,809,444

NOTE 18: FINANCE COSTS
Accounting Policy

Borrowing costs are expensed in the financial year in which they are incurred. 

CONSOLIDATED PARENT

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Interest on secured loan - 7,256 - -
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2019 
ACTUAL $

2018 
ACTUAL $

Current Taxation Expense

Current Year 336,931 -

Adjustments in respect of prior years - -

Deferred Tax Expense (97,805) -

Income Tax Expense 239,126 -

Reconcilliation of Effective Tax Rate

The prima facie income tax expense on pre-tax accounting profit from operations reconciles

to the income tax expense in the financial statements as follows:

Profit from operations 941,001 1,301,511

Prima facie income tax @28% 263,480 364,423

Non-deductible or non-assessable items 988 -

Inputation credit (121) -

Non taxable income (135) (364,423)

Over/(under) provision in prior years (25,087) -

Total Income Tax Expense 239,126 -

Property, 
Plant & 

Equipment 
$

Employee 
Entitlements 

$
Other 

$
Total 

$

Deferred Tax Assets and Liabilities

Balance at 1 July 2017

Recognised in the profit in respect of prior years - - - -

Recognised in profit - - - -

Balance at 30 June 2018 - - - -

Recognised in the profit in respect of prior years 14,051 93,047 (9,293) 97,805

Recognised in profit - - - -

Balance at 30 June 2019 14,051 93,047 (9,293) 97,805

Accounting Policy 
Income tax expense includes components relating to current tax and deferred tax.

Current tax is the amount of income tax payable based on the taxable profit for the current year, and any adjustments to income tax payable 
in respect of prior years. 

Deferred tax is the amount of income tax payable or recoverable in future periods in respect of temporary differences and unused tax losses. 
Temporary differences are differences between the carrying amount of assets and liabilities in the financial statements and the corresponding 
tax bases used in the computation of taxable profit. 

Deferred tax liabilities are generally recognised for all taxable temporary differences. Deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is 
probable that taxable profits will be available against which the deductible temporary differences or tax losses can be utilised. 

Deferred tax is not recognised if the temporary difference arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or from the initial recognition of an 
asset or liability in a transaction that affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit.

Current tax and deferred tax are measured using tax rates (and tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted at balance date.

Current and deferred tax is recognised against the profit or loss for the period, except to the extent that it relates to items recognised in other 
comprehensive income or directly in equity.

Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 30 June 2019

NOTE 19: TAXATION

Up to 30 June 2018, Telarc Limited was exempt from tax through its association with its parent, the Accreditation Council.                    

The Accreditation Council is exempt from income tax in accordance with section 39, of the Standards and Accreditations Act 2015.
The Accreditation Council was informed during 2018, that the IRD was changing its interpretation regarding the tax status of some 
Crown Entity subsidiaries, particularly subsidiaries of Autonomous and Independent Crown Entities.

Subsequently, Telarc Limited is liable for tax effective from 1st July 2018.   
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1 Function

The Council is required to act independently of 
Government in carrying out its functions and 
exercising its statutory powers. The specific functions 
of the Council, as provided in the Standards and 
Accreditation Act 2015, are:

a. To promote the development and maintenance of 
good practice in conformity assessment; and to 
establish and maintain an accreditation scheme for 
conformity assessment bodies engaged in testing 
and inspection activities; and

b. To develop and maintain international recognition 
and acceptance of the Council’s accreditation 
scheme; and to maintain appropriate international 
relationships consistent with the Council’s functions 
under this section; and

c. To act as New Zealand’s good laboratory practice 
compliance monitoring authority; and

d. If the Council chooses, to provide certification 
services; and

e. To perform any other functions as directed by 
the Minister in accordance with section 112 of the 
Crown Entities Act 2004.

The Council performs functions (a), (b) (c) and 
(e) operating as IANZ, with its subsidiary Telarc 
undertaking function (d).

2 Council goals

a. To cost-effectively provide authoritative, independent 
recognition of the competence of laboratories; 
inspection bodies and radiology practices across 
all sectors of industry where accreditation adds 
value;

b. To provide a cost-effective trade facilitation 
mechanism and enable access to international 
markets through acceptance of test reports 
from IANZ accredited organisations by overseas 
regulators, and to provide assurance of compliance 
for imported products;

c. To be New Zealand’s leading provider of assurance 
services, focusing on certification and compliance 
with standards; and

d. Maintain financial sustainability without Crown 
funding. 

3 Operational standards

International standards are the cornerstone of the 
credibility of accreditations and certifications provided 
by IANZ and Telarc. Each organisation is regularly 
evaluated against specific standards for their type of 
operation. To operate as an accreditation authority, 
IANZ complies with the ISO/IEC 17011 (Conformity 
Assessment – General Requirements for Accreditation 
Bodies Accrediting Conformity Assessment Bodies 
standard).

To operate as a certification body, Telarc complies 
with ISO/IEC 17021 (Conformity Assessment – 
Requirements for Bodies Providing Audit and 
Certification of Management Systems). Annual 
assessments of Telarc against this standard are 
undertaken by the Trans-Tasman accreditation 
authority, JAS-ANZ. 

These external evaluations are combined with twice-
yearly management reviews and internal audits to 
provide Government, regulators and industry with 
confidence to adopt the outputs provided by the 
Council for their purposes.

Appendix 1
Council Function, Goals, and Operational Standards
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NEW ZEALAND QUALITY COLLEGE 
Short courses in all aspects of laboratory, inspection,  
quality and environmental management systems

ACCREDITATION COUNCIL

Crown Entity established under the Standards and Accreditation Act 2015.
Reports directly to Parliament through the Minister of Commerce and 

Consumer Affairs.

INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATION NZ

The national accreditation authority unit of the Council

* Administration, Compliance, Finance, 
Information Technology, Marketing, 
Planning, Regulatory Affairs and Technical 
Development

SERVICES

Accreditation Applicable Criteria

Testing and Calibration  
Laboratories

ISO/IEC 17025

Medical Testing Laboratories ISO 15189

Radiology Services NZ Code of Radiology 
Management Practice

Inspection Bodies ISO/IEC 17020

Proficiency Testing Provides ISO/IEC17043

Reference Material Producers ISO 17034

Building Consent 
Organisations

Building (Accreditation of 
Building Consent Authorities) 
Regulations 2006

Other recognitions

Registration of GLP 
Compliant Test Facilities

OECD Principles of Good 
Laboratory Practice

Designation of Conformity 
Assessment Bodies

Overseas regulatory 
requirements

SERVICES

Certification Applicable Criteria

Quality management ISO 9001 
Telarc Q-Base Code

Environmental management ISO 14001 
Enviromark 
FSC & PEFC

Occupational Health and 
Safety

AS/NZS 4801 
OHSAS 18001 
NZS 7901 
Safety Audit Standard for 
Adventure Activities 
OHS 45001

Integrated Management Telarc Q-Safe Code

Food Safety ISO 22000 
Telarc HACCP Criteria 
MPI Food Safety Programme 
WQA Assessments 
COSTCO 
SQF 
FSC 22000 
BRC 
WSMP (Wine) 
McDonalds

ACC Independent Audits Partnership Programme

2nd Party Audits Motor Rewind 
Telecare 
Dairy Water Accord

Transit Quality Standard TQS1 and TQS2

Employer Licence Electricity Regulations 
Plumbers, Gasfitters 
and Drainlayers Act and 
Regulations

TELARC LIMITED

The certification body wholly owned by the Council

Appendix 2
Council Structure

*  Telarc Limited receives corporate services 
from IANZ on a formal contractual basis.
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Accreditation

Accreditation requires organisations to meet 
exacting conditions of technical competence 
against regulated standards

PERSONNEL

The agency must be managed and staffed by 
personnel with appropriate technical qualifications, 
significant experience in inspection and testing and 
including a thorough understanding of the relevant 
underlying scientific principles and sound operational 
and managerial skills. Evaluation of client technical 
staff is a major component of the IANZ accreditation 
process.

ACCOMMODATION AND ENVIRONMENT

Many measurement and test procedures must be 
carried out under tightly controlled environmental 
conditions or in sterile or electromagnetically screened 
accommodation. Accreditation of an organisation is 
dependent upon the appropriate accommodation 
and environmental controls within the workplace.

INSPECTION, TEST AND MEASUREMENT 
PROCEDURES

Accreditation uses only validated inspection and test 
methods known to produce reliable results. An IANZ-
accredited organisation must not only implement 
rigorous quality control procedures to demonstrate 
the ongoing validity of its test and inspection 
methods, but also properly determine its uncertainties 
of measurement and limits of detection.

TEST EQUIPMENT

An accredited laboratory, radiology practice, consent 
authority or inspection body must use test and 
measuring equipment as specified in its validated 
methods, which must be well-maintained and regularly 
calibrated. Such calibrations must, where appropriate, 
be traceable to the New Zealand national standards 
of measurement maintained by the Measurement 
Standards Laboratory under the authority of the 
Measurement Standards Act 1992.

REFERENCE STANDARDS AND MATERIALS

An accredited organisation must be equipped with 
an appropriate range of reference measurement 
standards and materials sufficient to demonstrate the 
accuracy of its tests and measurements. Such quality 

control materials must have demonstrated traceability 
to appropriate international standards.

RECORDS AND REPORTS

An accredited laboratory, radiology practice, consent 
authority or inspection body must maintain complete 
records of its inspections and tests, and issue reports 
in formats in line with international standards.

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

An accredited laboratory, radiology practice, consent 
authority or inspection body must implement a quality 
management system that is essentially in compliance 
with the requirements of ISO 9001: 2015.

AN ACCREDITED ORGANISATION

Any organisation providing inspection, testing or 
measurement services may apply for accreditation 
under the Standards and Accreditation Act 2015. 
That organisation is then subjected to a searching 
assessment of its expertise, facilities, resources, 
operations, procedures and quality systems by a 
team of independent technical experts accompanied 
by an IANZ accreditation assessor. Selected for 
their prowess in specific fields, such experts are 
drawn from industry, academic institutions, research 
associations, government and private-sector bodies 
in both Australia and New Zealand.

Full compliance with the criteria results in formal 
accreditation by IANZ and the subsequent referencing, 
as appropriate, of Accredited Laboratory, Accredited 
Radiology Service, Accredited Inspection Body or 
Accredited Calibration Laboratory.

Accredited organisations are subject to annual 
assessments to ensure continued compliance. More 
frequent reassessments are carried out if necessary.

It should be noted accreditation does not constitute 
a blanket endorsement of all activities. Accreditation 
is granted only for specific types of work in which 
the organisation has demonstrated its expertise. 
Such work is defined in the organisation’s Scope of 
Accreditation as published on the IANZ website: 
www.ianz.govt.nz/directory. It also forms part of the 
certificate of accreditation and should be available 
from the relevant accredited organisations.

Appendix 3
Accreditation and Certification Explained
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Summary of Operations

LABORATORY ACCREDITATION

IANZ accredits testing and calibration laboratories 
against the requirements of the international standard 
ISO/IEC 17025:2005 (General requirements for the 
competence of testing and calibration laboratories) 
and in the case of diagnostic medical laboratories ISO 
15189 (Medical laboratories – Requirements for quality 
and competence). The laboratory accreditation 
programme is available to all such laboratories, and 
given their diversity, the programme is broken down 
into the following fields to recognise the different 
technologies and/or industry sectors.

CHEMICAL TESTING AND BIOLOGICAL 
TESTING LABORATORY ACCREDITATION

Accreditation may be granted for any testing of a 
chemical and/or biological nature on any sample 
type. There is a significant diversity of laboratory 
types accredited under these programmes, but the 
major areas include food, water and environmental 
chemistry and microbiology, metal alloys and ores, 
paint, coal and petroleum products, cement, soils and 
plants, air and gases, drugs of abuse, and veterinary 
and plant pathology.

A number of separately administered programmes 
have been established for chemical and biological 
testing laboratories in particular industry sectors to 
meet the needs of key stakeholders.

MPI Recognised Laboratory Programme 
(incorporating the Farmer Dairy Testing Laboratory 
Accreditation Programme and the MPI Laboratory 
Approval Scheme) - These programmes support the 
regulatory recognition of laboratories by MPI for testing 
in the dairy industry and meat, seafood, and honey 
industries respectively. Where testing is in support 
of MPI’s official assurances to overseas markets for 
these exports, the laboratories require regulatory 
approval, and IANZ accreditation is a prerequisite for 
that approval. Assessments of laboratories in these 
programmes include both ISO/IEC 17025 and specific 
MPI requirements for regulatory approval.

DRINKING WATER TESTING LABORATORY 
ACCREDITATION PROGRAMME

Similar to MPI above, the MoH operates an approval 
programme of laboratories to test drinking water 
supplies in New Zealand, and a prerequisite to that 
approval is accreditation by IANZ. IANZ maintains the 
MoH register of approved laboratories. Assessments 
of laboratories in this programme include both ISO/
IEC 17025 and specific MoH requirements. For 
particularly small laboratories in remote locations, 
IANZ assesses them against a lower level standard 
than ISO/IEC 17025, and grants recognition 
(leading to MoH approval) but does not accredit  
these laboratories.

MEDICAL TESTING LABORATORY 
ACCREDITATION

Laboratories providing diagnostic testing and 
pathology services to community and hospital 
patients and clinicians are accredited against ISO 
15189 (Medical laboratories – Requirements for quality 
and competence). Accreditation is required for all 
privately operated laboratories in order to receive 
payment for services from the local District Health 
Board. Essentially all general diagnostic testing and 
pathology services carried out in New Zealand are 
covered by IANZ accreditation.

MECHANICAL TESTING LABORATORY 
ACCREDITATION

Engineering laboratories conducting tests of a 
mechanical nature seek accreditation under the 
IANZ Mechanical Testing Laboratory Accreditation 
programme and include a diverse scope of testing 
types. Major sectors covered by the programme 
include civil and roading materials, building products 
and materials, pressure valves, and non-destructive 
testing. Testing in an IANZ-accredited mechanical 
testing laboratory is often a contractual requirement 
for contractors in the construction sector e.g. roading.

GAS CYLINDER TESTING LABORATORY 
ACCREDITATION

This special programme is essentially a subset of 
the Mechanical Testing Laboratory Accreditation 
Programme and accredits gas cylinder test stations 
(including fuel, industrial and SCUBA cylinders) 
to meet the regulatory approval requirements of 
the Hazardous Substances (Compressed Gases) 
Regulations 2004.

WOOL TESTING LABORATORY 
ACCREDITATION

New Zealand has two independent laboratories 
testing wool for grading purposes prior to auction 
against strict international standards. In accordance 
with international requirements, both laboratories are 
accredited by IANZ to ensure accurate grading, which 
ultimately determines the price paid for New Zealand 
wool at auction.

APPLIED PHYSICS TESTING LABORATORY 
ACCREDITATION

This specialised programme of testing involves the 
application of physics principles for performance 
testing of appliances such as: refrigerators and wood-
fired stoves, controlled environments testing, fire and 
fire systems, and optical properties. 
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ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORY 
ACCREDITATION

This programme is also of a specialised nature and 
includes testing for electrical safety, electromagnetic 
compatibility and telecommunications testing. 

DESIGNATED CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT 
BODY PROGRAMME

In support of the New Zealand Government’s trade 
liberalisation agreements with many of its major 
trading partners, determination of conformity of 
traded goods in some sectors is established through 
Mutual Recognition Agreements with our trading 
partners. New Zealand uses accreditation to underpin 
these Agreements, which at this time is predominantly 
in the electrical and electronic goods sectors.

METROLOGY AND CALIBRATION 
LABORATORY ACCREDITATION

Calibration laboratories test and measure instruments 
used in industry and other accredited laboratories. 
Such calibration services underpin all critical 
measurements made, ensuring they are traceable to 
international standards of measurements and thereby 
comparable to all other similar measurement made 
throughout the world.

INSPECTION BODY ACCREDITATION

IANZ accredits inspection bodies against the 
requirements of the international standard ISO/IEC 
17020: 2012 (Conformity assessment – Requirements 
of the operation of various types of bodies performing 
inspection). The IANZ programme has a diverse range 
of inspection body types accredited, with the majority 
accredited to meet regulatory or other specifier 
requirements to conduct particular inspection types. 
Examples include engineering safety inspection to 
meet the requirements of the Health and Safety 
in Employment (Pressure Equipment, Cranes and 
Passenger Ropeways) Regulations 1999, fire safety 
systems to meet New Zealand Standards requirements, 
drinking water supplies risk management programmes 
to meet MoH requirements, imported used vehicle 
biosecurity inspection to meet New Zealand’s 
biosecurity and quarantine requirements, food safety 
management systems inspections to meet MPI 
requirements, imported vehicle safety inspections, 
and non-destructive testing and inspection. 

BUILDING CONSENT AUTHORITY 
ACCREDITATION.

The Building Act 2004 requires all local body Councils 
are accredited by IANZ to process building consents, 
inspect building construction and issue compliance 
certificates associated with the consent. Building 
consent authorities are accredited in accordance 
with the Building (Accreditation of Building Consent 
Authorities) Regulations 2006.

RADIOLOGY SERVICE ACCREDITATION

Diagnostic radiology services in both the private and 
public (hospital) sectors may seek accreditation against 
the New Zealand Code of Radiology Management 
Practice to demonstrate their competence to provide 
particular radiology services such as X-ray, ultrasound, 
CT, MRI and the like. Purchasers of these services, such 
as the Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC), 
are increasingly requiring them to be accredited.

GOOD LABORATORY PRACTICE (GLP) 
COMPLIANCE MONITORING PROGRAMME

IANZ is the National GLP Compliance Monitoring 
Authority under the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) programme 
for the Mutual Acceptance of Data. Test facilities 
conducting health and environmental safety studies 
intended for regulatory submission in support 
of the safety of regulated chemicals (such as 
pharmaceuticals, agricultural chemicals, veterinary 
medicines, industrial chemicals and the like) for 
the purposes of registration are inspected against 
the requirements of the OECD Principles of Good 
Laboratory Practice.

REFERENCE MATERIAL PRODUCER 
ACCREDITATION

Like the calibration of measuring instruments 
performed by IANZ accredited calibration laboratories, 
producers of reference materials used to calibrate and 
control testing systems in testing laboratories may 
seek accreditation against the international standard 
ISO 17034 (General requirements for the competence 
of reference material producers).

PROFICIENCY TESTING PROVIDER 
ACCREDITATION

One of the fundamental requirements for the 
demonstration of competence of testing and 
calibration laboratories is for them to participate 
in inter-laboratory comparisons to show they can 
achieve comparable results. Providers of proficiency 
testing services may seek accreditation from IANZ for 
this against the international Standard ISO/IEC 17043 
(General requirements for proficiency testing).
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Certification

Certification/registration occurs when an 
independent and competent third party certifies 
a product, service, system, process or material 
conforms to specific requirements.

The certification of quality and environmental 
management systems as conforming, respectively, to 
ISO 9000 and ISO 14001 standards, are the most well-
known examples. The quality management systems 
of more than 1,110,000 businesses in 180 countries 
are certified to comply with ISO 9001, with a further 
267,000 in 158 countries certified with environmental 
management systems complying with ISO 14001.

The terms certification and registration are used 
interchangeably in the ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 
contexts, depending on the country concerned. 
Likewise, bodies issuing ISO certificates can be 
referred to as certification bodies, registration bodies 
or registrars.

As the publisher of standards, the International 
Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) does not 
issue certificates of conformity to any standard. Such 
certificates are issued by more than 740 certification/
registration bodies worldwide, all independent of ISO 
and of the businesses they certify.

The world association of conformity assessment 
accreditation bodies, the International Accreditation 
Forum (IAF), requires members to comply with the 
international standard ISO/IEC 17021, designed to 
ensure the competence and independent status of 
each certification/registration body.

Quality and environmental management system 
certification assures users and customers of 
compliance with ISO 9001 or ISO 14001 standards, 
irrespective of the business and its work. To maintain 
compliance, standards are monitored by regular 
surveillance.

Restricted to a particular item produced by a 
particular business, product certification assures 
users and regulators of compliance with specified 
standard(s). Such certification may be limited to 
compliance with one or more standards, even though 
the product may be subject to many others.

In March 2018, ISO introduced a globally recognised 
and accepted Health & Safety standard. ISO45001 
draws upon the Annex SL structure of ISO9001 
and 14001 resulting in a reasonably effortless move 
for organisations already certified against 9001 and 
14001 to move to a fully integrated ISO approved 
suite of standards.
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ACC Accident Compensation Corporation

APAC Asia Pacific Accreditation    
 Cooperation

AS Australian Standard

BCA Building Consent Authority

CBD Chem//Bio/Dairy Programme

CARs Corrective Action Requests

CCC China Compulsory Certification

CE European Conformity

CEA Crown Entities Act 2004

EA European Cooperation for Accreditation

EEO Equal Employment Opportunities

GLP Good Laboratory Practice

GMAS General Manager Accreditation Services

GST Goods and Services Tax

HACCP Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point

HSNO Hazardous Substances and New    
 Organisms

IAF International Accreditation Forum

IANZ International Accreditation New Zealand

IEC International Electro-Technical    
 Commission

IFRS International Financial Reporting    
 Standards

ILAC International Laboratory Accreditation   
 Cooperation

ISO International Organisation for    
 Standardisation

JAS-ANZ Joint Accreditation System of Australia   
 and New Zealand

MBIE Ministry of Business, Innovation and   
 Employment

MFAT Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade

MoH Ministry of Health

MoU Memorandum of Understanding 

MPI Ministry for Primary Industry

MRA Mutual Recognition Arrangement

NATA National Association of Testing Authorities

NSU National Screening Unit

NZBN New Zealand Business Number

NZQC New Zealand Quality College

NZS New Zealand Standard

OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation   
 and Development

PBE Public Benefit Entity

QC Queen’s Counsel

SSC State Services Commission

TBT Technical Barriers to Trade

TPP Trans-Pacific Partnerships

TQS Transit New Zealand Quality Standard

WSMP Workplace Safety Management Practices

WTO World Trade Organisation

Appendix 4
Glossary of Acronyms
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Appendix 5
Directory

Head Offices
INTERNATIONAL ACCREDITATION  
NEW ZEALAND

Level 1, 626 Great South Rd, Ellerslie, Auckland 1051 
Private Bag 28908, Remuera, Auckland 1541  
New Zealand

Tel: 09 525 6655 Fax: 09 525 2266 
Email: info@ianz.govt.nz 
www.ianz.govt.nz

TELARC LIMITED

Level 3, 626 Great South Rd, Ellerslie, Auckland 1051 
Private Bag 28901, Remuera, Auckland 1541 
New Zealand

Tel: 09 525 0100 Fax: 09 525 1900  
Freephone: 0800 004 004 
Email: info@telarc.co.nz 
www.telarc.co.nz

NEW ZEALAND QUALITY COLLEGE

Level 3, 626 Great South Rd, Ellerslie, Auckland 1051 
Private Bag 28908, Remuera, Auckland 1541 
New Zealand

Tel: 09 525 6633 Fax: 09 525 2266  
Freephone: 0800 900 099 
Email: info@nzqc.co.nz 
www.nzqc.co.nz

Regional Offices
TELARC LIMITED

Unit 2, Randwick House 
Cnr Chadwick & Hynds Rds, Tauranga 3112 
PO Box 9023, Tauranga 3142, New Zealand 
Tel: 07 557 0451 Fax: 07 557 0454

Wellington 
ANZ Building, Level 15, 171 Featherston Street 
Wellington 6011, New Zealand

Christchurch 
4 Ash Street, Christchurch Central, Christchurch, 8011 
New Zealand

Auditor
AUDIT NEW ZEALAND

(On behalf of the Controller and Auditor-General)

280 Queen St, Auckland 1010, New Zealand

Bankers
ANZ

Great South Road, Greenlane,  
Auckland 1051 
New Zealand

WESTPAC NEW ZEALAND LIMITED

Takutai Square, Auckland Central 1010 
New Zealand

ASB BANK LIMITED

Great South Rd, Penrose,  
Auckland 1061,  
New Zealand

Solicitors
MEREDITH CONNELL

55 Shortland St, Auckland 1010 
New Zealand

Insurance Brokers and Consultants
AON HOPKINS PATON 

55A Remuera Road, Newmarket, Auckland
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International Accreditation New Zealand

Accreditation Council
626 Great South Rd, Ellerslie, 1051
Private Bag 28908, Remuera
Auckland 1541
New Zealand

Tel: 64 9 525 6655
Fax: 64 9 525 2266
Email: info@ianz.govt.nz
ianz.govt.nz


